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MAKING ROOM—Work began this morning at the corner of 12th and
Main Streets, where dozer crews are leveling a house to make room for
the new Home Federal Savings and Loan building to be constructed on the
- - -
site. Here, a dozer was being pulled out after one track slipped into a
basement at the structure. The leveling work is being done by M & H Con-
struction Co. of Murray.
Easley Attends Carter Briefing
Calloway County Attorney and
Digtrict Judge-Elect Sid Easley was
one of 20 Kentuckians who
accompanied Gov. Julian Carroll to
Washington for a briefing Tuesday by
President Jimmy Carter on the
proposed Panama Canal treaty.
Easley said this morning that he was
"very impressed with the casual
attitude of the president and his staff in
the briefing.
"There was none of the pomp and
formality that has been the standard in
past administrations," Easley said.
McGuffey To Speak At Rotary
Kentucky Commissioner of In-
surance Harold B. -McGuffey, Frank-
fort, will be the speaker Thursday at
the weekly meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. He will be introduced by
Guy Billington, Murray insurance
agent and the club's program chairman
for the day.
Commissioner McGuffey was ap-
pointed to his present post by then Gov.
Wendell H. Ford, and is now serving his
second term under Gov. Jutian M.
Carroll. PreviouslY, he had been owner
of the McGuffey Insurance Agency at
Smiths Grove, a firm he entered in 1952
after teaching and coaching in Warren
County Schools.
Born in Lincoln County, he attended
Campbellsville College and received
his undergraduate degree from
Western Kentucky University in 1941.
During World War II, he served three
years as an Air Force pilot.
The commissioner is a past president
of the Independent Insurance Agents of
Kentucky, and was Insuror of the Year
in 1963. He is active in the Western
Kentucky University Alumni
Association, and played basketball
under the late Coach Ed Diddle.
Vice president and chairman of the
executive committee of the National
Association of Insurance Com-
missioners, the commissioner also
chaired the governor's special-com-
mittee on malptaetice liability in-
surance in Kentucky. The -group
developed and presented to the
governor a complete legislative
program designed to attack the
problems of high cost and
unavailability of malpractice coverage.
Under his leadership, the Kentucky
no-fault auto insurance law was ef-
fectuated July 1. 1975, and its im-
plementation- is considered to have
been among the smoothest in the
nation.
He and his wife, Novice, have two
sons.
Commenting on the treaty, Easley
said "It was obvious that the president
feels very strongly that this treaty
should be signed, in that he is making
every effort to contact the persons
throughout the United States to assist
him in getting it passed. The briefing
we received indicated that the Panama
Canal is a sore spot with regard to our
dealings with other Latin American
countries. The signing of this
agreement will help alleviate anti-
American feelings in that area and
from other developing nations across
the world," Easley said.
Gov. Carroll says President Carter
has his qualified support for the
proposed Panama Canal treaties,
tentatively set for signing next month.
After the two-hour briefing Tuesday.
Carroll said in a statement last night
that, based on what he has been told, he
supports the agreement negotiated by
the Carter administration.
See EASLEY,
Page 14-A, Column 3
City Board To
Meet Thursday
1 he Murray City Board of Education
1,4 ill meet in regular session Thursday
at 30 p m., according to an agenda
released today by Superintendent
fobert Glin Jeffrey.
Included on' the agenda will be a
review of in-service and new programs
.Mrs. Margaret Franklin; approval
of a substitute teachers list;
reommended salary schedule for
substitute teachers; and the




The Murray Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors took firm positions
on two topics of importance to the area
at their regular meeting, Monday.
August 22. Both topics are expected to
cause heated debate in the future.
Local FFA Members Win Awards At
Kentucky State Fair Competition
Calloway County FFA members
Brad Cook, Bill Glisson and Randy
McCallon won the FFA Burley Tobacco
and Dark Air-cured Tobacco Grading
contests at the 1977 Kentucky State Fair
in Louisville.
The local team defeated 24 teams
from throughout the state to win the
burley grading contest which has
previously been dominated by schools
from central Kentucky,
inside today
In winning the dark air-cured grading
competition, Bill Glisson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Glisson, had the
highest individual score of all
participants.
The team of Cook, Glisson and
McCallon placed second to the
Farmington FFA team in grading dark
fire-cured tobacco. Brad Cook, son of
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Cook, Jr. was the
high individual scorer in the fire-cured
Two-Sections —22 Pages
Murray's young tennis star, Mel Purcell, captured his
first national singles title at the National Grass Courts
Championships in Tuscaloosa, Ala. For details, see
today's Sports Section, pages 8, 9 and 10.
The S44edish heritage of Thage Uddberg is thriving in
the kitchen of his home on Blair Street in Murray. For
some delicious recipes from Sweden, see today's Cooking
Corner, Section B. Page 1.
The MSU Racers' defense is ahead of the offense but the
offense showing signs of life, Murray State University
Sports Information Director Joe Tom Erwin reports in a
story ih today's Sports Section, pages 8. 9 and N.
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today and
Thursday with highs in the low to
mid 80s. Generally clear and cont-



























contest. McCallon is the son of Mr and
Mrs. Rob McCallon.
Plaques and ribbons were presented
to the winners by Commissioner ,,f
Agriculture Thomas Harris in
Louisville yesterday.
In other contests, Kenneth Paschall.
son of Mr. and Mrs:- Carves Pas( hall
won the FFA Senior Division Dairy
Showmanship contest. He was also
recognized with a plaque in the Dairy
Holders Contest. As an exhibitor.
Paschall showed the -winner of the
Senior Yearling Class.
In Meat Judging competition the
Calloway County team placed scold
and earned the right to represent
Kentucky at the Mid-South Fair in
Memphis on September 26. ,
members were Randy McCallon. Br 0-1
Cook and Danny Kingins.
The Dairy Judging team composed of
Mickey Overbey, Kenny Erwin ai,d
Terry Paschall placed fourth in a f 3'11
of 60 teams.
Other contestants from the Call(-.,
Chapter- were Tripp Furches in •
Identif 4:ation; general livestock ji),;.
were Jiriirny Hale, Rob Mortor.
David Watson.
A state-wide youth tobacco gra :•
contest for anyone not entering tc;,•
competition was held for the first t,nw
at the 1977 fair. Jimmy Joe Hale of the
Calloway County Chapter won both !"e
Dark Air-cured and Fire-(
individual contests.
The chapter members 1,4'7'
accompanied to Louisville by t6, I.
of agriculture Larry Gilbert and
Potts.
Sandra Cott, Starks of Murray ,is.
winner in the heifer, Junior yearling :n
FFA Holstein division at the Kentucky.
-State Fair. She is nos,- a student at
Murray gtaktiellylpity. -•
In the first resolution the Board of
Directors approved a resolution voicing
complete opposition to the approval of a
constitutional convention in the election
to be held November 8, 1977. In the
resolution, the Chamber joined the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce,
Associated Industries of Kentucky and
The Kentucky Farm Bureau in voicing
their opposition to the re-writing of
Kentucky's 1891 constitution.
It was pointed out that Kentucky's
constitution was the only control over
unwise and hasty legislation and
regulation of the citizens of this state,
and tampering with the constitution in
unlimited convention could bring a host
of unwanted restrictions and
regulations. It was further pointed out
that the United States Constitution •
contains 6,000 words, while Kentucky's
contains over 23,000; all subject to
judicial interpretation, and amendment
at the will of the people.
The second resolution called upon the
TVA and The Corps of Engineers to
raise the summer Pool stage of
Kentucky and Barkley Lakes from 359
feet 0'361 feet for the 60-day spawning
That reason for the support is
indicated in the resolution, which says,
in part that "the recreation value of
these lakes are rapidly declining due to
a lack of fish and aquatic habitat, and
requests that all agencies study the
problem to determine if any
detrimental effects would be felt by




A six year old girl, Gina Ross, was
reported to have drowned this morning
in a a gallon barrel' of water at the
home of Julius Sorenson of Dexter
Route One, according to Deputy Sheriff
Ted Alexander.
The deputy sheriff said the young girl
fell into the barrel of water which was
at the end of a porch. She is the
daughter of Penny Ross, Scott Street.
Waukesha. Wisconsin. and was
reported visiting in the Sorenson home
at the time of the drowning.
Callostay County Coroner Max
Morris- was called to the scene about
noon today along with members of the





Considerably more opposition was
heard at the second of two public
hearings on the proposed rezoning of
12th Street Tuesday night, but the
majority of those present still favored
some kind of rezoning.
Strong opposition was heard last
night to the proposal, which would
rezone the residential areas of 12th
Street between Sycamore and Chestnut
to B-4, which allows limited business
activity, and is designed as a buffer
_between business and residential areas.
Local attorney James Overbey, who
lives near 12th Street on Olive,
presented several points in opposition
to the proposed rezoning, including a
challenge on the legality of the public
hearings held on the iisue.
Overbey maintained that proper
notice had not been given to property
owners who would be affected by the
rezoning. He cited that spouses of
property owners had not been notified
separately by mail, adding that the law
indicates that this should be done.
Solon Bucy, who lives on llth Street,
adjoining two of the affected lots oil 12th
Street, voiced opposition to the move,
and told the commission that he had not
been notified of the public hearing, as
required by law. The law indicates that
property owners and those who adjoin
the affected areas should be notified by
mail.
Wayne Williams, who lives on North
12th Street, and Harold Douglas, who
also lives on North 12th, also voiced
opposition, saying that they still want to
live in the area, and are opposed to
businesses in their neighborhood.
Also voicing opposition were Gene
Schanbacher, not a resident of 12th
Street, and Henry Hargis, who lives on
South 12th.
Several property owners of the area
were in favor of the rezoning, however,
including Mrs. Burnett Warterfield,
Max Beale, Wayne Wilson, Billy
Hendon, Bobbie Evans, Lubie Roberts,
Raymond Hamlin, 'and William R.
Furches and others.
The planning commission indicated
last night that it will accept written
statements, either for or against the
proposed rezoning, for the next 30 days,
and will vote on the issue at the next
regular meeting.
The planning commission is an
advisory board to the city council, and
the council will have the final authority
on the rezoning.
Glendale Road To Be
Discussed By Council
A proposal for the extension of
Glendale Road as a through street
between U. S. 641S and Ky. 121 will be
discussed at the regular meeting of the
Murray Common Council Thursday at
7:30 p.m.
Mayor John E. Scott said today that
representatives of the Kentucky
Department of Transportation (DOT)
will be at the meeting to discuss their
proposal for the extension with council
members and interested citizens.
The mayor said that he had been
advised by DOT officials that the
money appropriated for the project
here is "about to be withdrawn" by the
state to be utilized elsewhere.
A proposal submitted by DOT in
February of this year to construct a
four-lane interconnector between 641
and 121 along the Glendale site was
turned down by the City Council. That
council action came after a group of
over 30 residents of the Glendale Road
area voiced their opposition to the
project. '
If the project is approved by the
council, the city would be required to
acquire and clear the right-of-way,
move the utilities, lay the gravel sub-
base for the road and furnish drain tile.
The state .would provide all design
work, paving, curbs and gutters and
drain basins for the project.
Mayor Scott said that it has been
estimated that it would take city street
department crews approximately nine
working days to complete the city's
portion of the work on the street.
The mayor said that the state is
proposing a 48-foot wide street but that
the number of traffic lanes on the street
was yet to be determined. One of the
objections raised by property owners in
the area in February was to the four-
lane proposal with some saying they
felt a two-lane street would be
adequate.
Other items listed on the agenda for
Thursday's meeting include:
— the second and final reading of two
ordinances, one eliminating parking on
North 13th, North 14th and Olive Blvd.
from North 13th to North 14th, and the
other changing the name of Second
Street to L.P. Miller St. in honor of the
long-time Murray educator;
— consideration of an appointment to
fill a vacancy on the Murray-Calloway
County Airport Board;
— recommendations for permanent
employment of two temporary
employes in the Murray Fire
Department, and;





The Calloway County Red Cross
Chapter is recruiting new Volunteers
for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and Convalescent Ward,
according to announcements by Jean
Blankenship, chapter executive, and
Kathryn Glover, chairman of
Volunteers.
New workers are needed to
supplement the approximately 30
volunteers who last year donated over
3,900 hours in this community service.
Volunteers work in diet, X-Ray, mail,
information service, and the
convalescent ward. Each must furnish
their own uniform which costs about $11
and receives on-the-job training. Both
men and women are accepted:
The annual organizational meeting
-will be held Wednesday', August 31, at
one p. m. in the.conference room of the
hospital. Assignments will be made on
that date so that work can begin by
September 1. For further information
call 753-1421 or 5440.
RICHARD VALENTINE'S PUPPETS will appear this friday 
evening at 730 on -
the steps of the Calloway County Courthouse. Valentine is 
currently the
producing director of the Murray-Calloway County Community 
Theatre and
has performed, on a nationally syndicated children's s
how. This im-
provisational production will be in conjunction with the theatre gro
up's,mem-
bership drive. The whole family is invited to attend at no charge. Free 
refresh-
ments will be served.
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CALENDAR
Wednesday, August 24
First Baptist Church will
resume its weekly. fellowship
suppers at six p. m-. at the
Fellowship Hall. For reser-
vations call the church office,
753-1854.
Community Theatre Junior
Membership party will be




Special planning meeting for
all general 'officers and
committee chairmen, and all
department officers and
committee chairmen .at seven
-13-tn. at the club house.
Family Night will be held by
the Woodmen of the World at
the WOW Building.
East Calloway PTC will
have a potluck supper and
meeting at 6:30 p. m. at the
school. All parents and
teachers are invited.
West Kentucky Corvair Club
will meet at 101 Library
Building, Paducah .Com-
munity College, at 7:30 p. m.
For information call 489-2706
after five p. m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Debbie Lyons at
7:30 p. m.
Land Between the Cakes
activities will include a
discovery walk started at
Center Station at three p. m.
Ellis. Center will be open
from ten a. m: to three p. m.
for activities 'by the Murray.
Senior Citizens. Table games
will be at one p. m.
Friday, August 26
Adult Dance will be at the
Jaycee Building at Jaycee
Fairgrounds at eight p.m.
with music by Bob Nance and
The Blue Blazers. Admission
is six dollars per couple and
public is invited.
Community Theatre
production will be on court
house steps in downtown
Murray at 7:30 p.m.
Twilight golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 5:45
p.m. with Gene McCutcheon
as chairman.
Land Between the Lakes
activities wilLinclude a one
hour discussion and walk to
discover and appreciate




production will be at court
house steps at 7:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway • County
Jaycees Four Wheel-Drive
Pull will be at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds with scales to
open at five p.m. and close at
6:30 p.m.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include natural
dyes workshop from nine a.m.
to two p.m., wildflower search
at Center Station at 'three
p.m., and night visual at 8:30
p.m. at Center Station.
Sunday, August 28
Reception for Fred Schultz
will be held at 2:30 p.m. at the
Murray High School as
sponsored by the Murray
Education Association. All
employees, retired teachers,
and spouses of the Murray








The Golden Age "Club had a
joint pot luck supper with the
Paris Senior Citizens at Paris
Landing State Park on August
5. Mr. Herndon from Paris.
led the group in the blessing.
The evening was spent
viewing two movies At the
lodge, W.C. Fields comedy
and a Walt Disney production.
The next meeting will be a
noon pot luck at the First
United Methodist Church,
Murray, on Friday, Sep-
tember 2. Reservations will be
taken for a three-day outing at
,Brandon Springs, for the third
week in September.
Hostesses for the day will be
Mr. and Mrs. Byron
IsemingerI Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Mears, Mrs. Eunice Shekell,
and Mrs. HilcIred Sharpe.
RETURN HOME
Mr; and Mrs. Raymond
Workman have returned home
after a visit with their
daughter and family, Mrs.
James V. Edwards, Mr.
Edwards, daughter, Jeanna,
and son, Jeffrey, of Sedalia,
Mo. While there they also
attended the Missouri State
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Miss Ann Stacy Owen Is
Married To Alan T. Jones
Miss Ann Stacy Owen
became the bride of Alan
Taylor Jones in a lovely
candelight °ceremony on
Saturday, August 13, at seven
p.m. at the First Christian
Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. James Gerald
Owen of Lexington, and the
groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Truman Eugene Jones of
Murray. . .
John bale, minister of the
Seventh 'and Poplar Church of
Christ. Murray, officiated at
the double-ring ceremony
before an altar adorned by an
arched candelabrum.
Flanking the altar were brass
tree candelabra holding white
tapers and intertwined with
white and yellow fuji mums
and yellow carnations. Single
white tapers glowed in each of
the church windows. Family
pews were marked with white
satin ribbons, ivy, and baby's
breath.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Jeff Cox,
Marion, Ill., organist. Soloists
were Miss Nancy Spann,
Murray, and Miss Patrice
Carroll, Frankfort.
As guests arrived they
signed the bridal book which
was attended by Miss Cindy
Chrisman, Murray.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her father, wore
a beautiful white organza
gown, Victorian in mood and
silhouetted in princess lines.
The .bodice was accentuated
with , a bibbed overlay of
Venise lace adorned with seed
pearls. The Bishop sleeves
were defined with Venise lace
medallions and edged at the
cuffs with scalloped lace. A
full skirt flowed gracefully to
a semi-cathedral train- en-
circled with Venise trim.
To complete the ensemble,
the bride wore a lovely
walking length veil bordered
in the lace of her gown, and
attached to a Juliet headpiece
accented with seed pearls. She
carried a bridal bouquet of
white roses and fuji mums
accented with stephanotis and
baby's breath.
Miss Krista Kennedy,
Murray, served as _maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Miss
Sheri Thornton, Murray, Miss
Doiina Hargrove, Hopkin-
sville, and Miss Gayle
Moyers, Tiline.
These attendants wore floor-
length gowns of floral sheer
voile with yellow underlining.
The dresses were designed in
A-line silhouette with fitted
bodice and flared cape collar.
They carried floral designs of
yellow pixie carnations and
daisies interspersed with
baby's breath.
The groom chose to wear a
black tuxedo with a white
pleated skirt and black bow
tie. His boutonniere was a
white rose backed with baby's
breath.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Taylor Jones
tapers flanked the center
floral arrangement. -
A four tiered wedding cake,
edged with smilex and
adorned with yellow and white
marguerite daisies graced the
table. Serving the cake was
Miss Gay Crass and Miss Leah
Vance. Assisting at the silver
punch bowl were Miss Kathy
Dyke and Mrs. Larry Evans.
Jeff -Cox provided piano
music at the candelight
reception. Miss Johna Jones





ti z_a be t w a-n-d
Mesdames John Farrell, Otis
H. Erwin, Walter Sagrera,
and H. Ed Chrisman, all of
Murray.
Following a wedding trip to
Florida, the couple will reside
in Lexington, where Mr. Jones.
will be a student in the College
of Engineering, University of
Kentucky. Mrs. Jones o ill be




Mr. and Mrs. Ted Owen, Ann
Taylor and Jay Owen, Dr. and
Mrs. Josiah Darnall, Nash-
ville, Tn.; Thomas Owen, Miss
Cindy Owen, Lancaster, Ohio;
Mr. and Mrs. Colvin Owen,
Owensboro; Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Robertson, Miss Debi
Bradshaw, Bowling Green:
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Lawson
and Walter. Irvington: Mr.
and Mrs. J. C. Lindley,.
Centertown; Mrs. William
Fades; Central City; Mr. and
Mrs. Delbert Bradshaw,
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs.
Palmer Peterson, Scott and
Kurt Peterson,
Elizabethtown; Dr. and Mrs.
Ben ,Stigall. June and Jim
StnalL Miss Jeanie Owen,
Mrs Milton Lewis, Mrs. D. L.
Proctor, Jr., Mrs. Seth Botts,
Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Hi 4inv,- Lexington.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Truman
Euceue Jones, parents of the
entertained the
,party with a
rehearsal dinner in their home
on the evening of August 12.
Beautiful summer flowers
decorated the house and
tabies. Twenty-six persons
enjoyed the buffet dinner.
The bride and groom chose




August 6. Mrs. Keith Kennedy
and her aaughter, Krista,
maid of honor, hOted a
bridesmaids' brunch at the
Holiday Inn.
The hostesses and their six
guests assembled . around an
attractive table centered with
a summer bouquet of yellow
daisies. Handmade place
cards and tiny potted violets
marked individual place




Garry Evans served as best Glinda Jeffrey, food service,
min for the groom. Groom- _director for the Murray City
Smen and ushers were Tony Schools, has released the
Thompson, Steve Steele, and menus for the period from
Larry Evans, all of Murray. Thursday, August. 25, through
They wore black tuxedoes Friday, September 2. They
identical to that of the groom. are subject to occasional
Boutonnieres for the gen- change, Mrs. Jeffrey said.
tlemen were of white The menus for the various
stephanotis. schools are as follows:
Mrs. Owen, mother of the
bride, wore a formal length CARTER  AND ROBERT-
gown of ice blue qiana knit. It SON E L'EN ENTARY
was designed with a square SCHOOLS — Thursday —
yoke and long fitted sleeves. A hamburger, round abouts,
Watteau panel graced the orange sections, and ice
back of the gown and a rope cream; Friday — fish sand;
belt with rhinestone ties wich, french fries, slaw, and
further.' enhanced the simple donut:- Monday — corn dogs,.
link. At her shoulder she wore buttered potatoes,- peaches,
a white Japhet orchid. and cake; Tuesday — ravioli,
The groom's mother. Mrs. green peas, fresh fruit. cookie.
Jones, chose a floor-length and brown bread: Wednesday
gown of mint green knit. It — submarine, green beans.
was fashioned with an empire jello, fruit, and cookie:
waist and full chiffon sleeves. Thursday .— hamburger, tri
A white Japhet orchid corn- tater, mixed fruit, and cookie:
pleted her en§emble. 'Friday — pizza, tossed salad,
Grandmothers of the bride, whole kernel corn, and ice
Mrs. R. B. Hoover and Mrs. J. cream.
G. Owen, both of Livermore,
and the grandmother of the
groom, Mrs. T. C. Taylor,
Murray, were presented with
corsages of white pixie car-
nations.
The wedding was directed
by Mrs. Tommy Carraway,;
Murray.
Reception
Following the ceremony the
parents of the.brjde hosted a
reception at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The bride's table, covered
with an imported white linen
and lace cloth, was centered
with a silver urn containing
yellow and white fuji pom pont
,and daisy mums. Silver. . beans, applesauce jello,
candelabra- holding Itsa44,445040- eolIkie ; • -Fridir- 'fish
MURRAY MIDDLE
SCHOOL — Thursday — tacos
or hamburger, mexican
beans, applesauce or peaches,
and ice cream; Friday ---
grilled cheese or hamburger,
green peas, pears Or peaches_
and cookie; Monday — hot dog
or hamburger, creamed
potatoes, slaw or mixed fruit,
and cookie; Tuesday -_pizza
or hamburger, corn, ap-
plesauce or jello with fruit,
and donut:. Wednesday
country fried steaji. grew
beans, peaches or
and ice cream: Thursday --
tacos or hamburger. mexican
sandwich or' hamburger,
buttered potato, slaw or fresh
fruit, and cookie.
Milk, butter and bread,
hamburger, and potatoes are
available daily.
MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
—Thursday — choice of tacos,
hoagie, hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, cold plate, fruits,
and vegetables; Friday —
choice of sloppy joe, turkey
ale king, hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, cold plate, fruits,
and vegetables; Monday —
choice of corn dog, toasted
cheese', hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, cold plate, fruits,
and vegetables; Tuesday —
choice of pizza, roast beef
sandwich, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, cold plate,
fruits, and vegetables;
Wednesday — choice of
chicken fried steak, macaroni
and 'cheese, hamburger, hot
dog, chef salad, cold plate,
fruits, and vegetables;
Thursday — choice of tacos,
hoagie, hamburger, hot dog,
chef salad, cold plate, variety
of fruits and vegetables:
Friday — cholee of sloppy joe,
turkey ala king, hamburger,








Miss Vicki Lynn McClard
Honored At Bridal Events
Miss Vicki Lynn McClard,
bride-elect of Edward John
Budias, Jr., has been com-
plimented with several
prenuptial events.
The first was a personal
shower held on Tuesday, July
19, at 7:30 p.m. at the Com-
munity room of the Federal
Savings and Loan with Dana
Crouch, Connie Jones, Lesa
Robertson, and Darrey Lee as
the hostesses.
For this occasion the
honoree wore a green, and
white pantiuit and was
presented a hostesses' gift
corsage &Careen and white
flowers. She opened her many
gifts including the gown and
negligee ensemble from the
hostesses.
Refreshments of punch and
the decorated cake in yellow
and green were served at the
table overlaid with a white
cloth and centered with a





Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held its regular meeting on
Tuesday, August 16; at seven
p.m. at the lodge hall with
Deana Seigler, worthy ad-
visor, and Sybil Lasater,
mother advisor, presiding. •
Members present were
Deidre Folsom, Rblinda Sledd,
Lana Lasater, Vickey
Weatherford, Tena George,
Deana Seigler, and Susan
Cates.
Adults present were Sybil
Lasater, Marilyn Weather-
ford, and Joe Lasater.
The next _meeting will be
held Tuesday, September 6, at
seven p.m.
OLD FAVORITE
There's no favorite like an
old favorite for a hearty lunch
or supper. Combine two jars
(1 lb. 6 oz.-each) of bajEed
beans with one-cup (4 oz.) of
shredded Cheddar cheese,
one-fourth cup of chili sauce,
two tablespoons brown sugar,
one tablespoon instant minced
onion and two teaspoons
prepared mustard in a two.
quart baking dish. Arrange
eight frankfurters on top and
bake 35 to 40 minutes in a
preheated 350 degrees F.
oven.
Terri Stokes, Traca Walker,
.Tonya Carroll, and Cindy
Tripp were the hostesses for
the bridal shower held on
Tuesday, July 26, at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Miss Stokes.
Miss McClard chose to wear
a white pant suit with red
accessories and was
presented a hostesses' gift
corsage of white carnations
with red bows. She opened her
many gifts including the
blender and electric skillet
from the hostesses.
Punch, cake, nuts, and
melon balls were served at
the table centered with the
scalloped cut watermelon
filled with melon balls flanked
by white candles in silver
holders. Pewter- mugs were
used to serve the punch.
The fellowship hall of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ was the scene of a
bridal shower held on Sunday,
August 7, at two p.m. given by'
the ladies of the church with
Toni Bohannon, Bonnie Jones,
Janice Rose, Marion , Olree,
and Judy Usery as the
hostesses.
The bride-elect chose to
wear a blue dress with a
corsage of white carnations
from the hostesses. Special
guests were her mother, Mrs.
Robert taMastus, and her
mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Thelma audias.
Refreshments of punch and
cake were served at the table
overlaid with a yellow cloth
under white net and centered
with an arrangement of
summer flowers in a milk
glass container flanked by
yellow tapers.
The home of Mrs. Thelma
Cunningham on Country Club
Lane, Hopkinsville, was the
place of the bridal shower held
for Miss McClard with Thelma
Cunningham' and Sandra
Welleford as hostesses.*
For this Hopkinsville event,
Miss McClard chose to wear a
yellow pant suit with a cor-
sage of yellow daisies.
Refreshments of homemade
cake and punch were served
at .the table covered with a
white cloth and Centered with
a green vase holding an
arrangement of summer cut







Markdowns Reg. to $14
Now $3-S5
PARKER'S
Uniform & Maternity Fashions
Mayfield Shopping Plaza
Mayfield, Ky.
Hours: 9:30-8 Mon -Fri.
9:30-5 Sat.
MASTER CHARGE LAYAWAY 8ANKAMERICARD
LONG JOHN SILVER'S,





It's the fish that made us




We serve three of them with
fryes for just 8.1.79.
Of course if fish isn't-your. •
kettle of fish, you can have
a heaping helping ot clams,
tender .oyster-s,- a slew of
shnmp. chicken peg legs or
fish filter and chicken.
They all come with fryes
and some with slaw. too.
i‘k
And when you bring
N. the kids to Long John
Silver's they eat from 894 •
So next time you get
hungry for lunch or
dinner. bring your whole
crew in to Long John





whole crew It the
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Olga Hampton (;roup Meets
With Lexie Morton, Leader
The Olga Hampton Group of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church met Monday, Atigust
8, at 7:30 p.m. at the church
ith the president, Maxine
Nance, presiding. The opening
prayer was led by Ruth
Warren.
The Members voted to hold
the September meeting during
the week of prayer for State
missions On Monday, Sep-
teenber 12.
Lexie Morton was in charge
of the program on "Spanish
and English Spoken Here."
She was assisted by Mtry
Adult Dance To lie
Held Here On Fridav
An Adult Dance will be held
Friday, August 26, ati eight
p.m. at the Jaycee Building at
the Jaycee Fairgrounds.
Admission will be six dollars
per couple.
Music will be furnished by
Bob Nance and The Blue
Blazers. Set-ups will be sold
and the public is invited, a
spokesman said.
Kathryn Stark. Ruth Warren,
and Mary Bell Jones.
The calendar of prayer was
by Hattie Lee Galloway with
prayer by Faye Orr.
Also present were Ruth
Dowdy, Mildred Crawford,
Mary Turner, Linda Cooper,
Frances Paschall, Juanita




Mr. and Mrs. C. 0. Bon-
durant have returned home
after a seventeen days' motor
trip to California where they
were the guests of their son,
Dr. James H. Bondurant, Mrs.
Bondurant, and two sons, of
Los Angeles. Dr. Bondurant is
now in his 15th year as a
specialist in internal medicine





Maintaining that wonderfufinstrument known
as the human body is an important part of every
life. To take care of yourself propqrly.requires a
special discipline involving the best possible
nutrition, vigorous physical exercise, good
posture, and many other variables. Are you as fit
as you could be? Is your diet as healthful and
health-giving as possible? What are the best sort
of exercise's for physical fitness? In the weeks
and months to come we will be discussing these
and other questions with one purpose in mind o
better understanding of what is necessary for
the best possible health for you and your family.
Ben -ben i is a very exotic sounding name for a
disease that none of us would ever want to have,
but it has had its benefit to mankind by being the
source of the first research clone in vitamins
Matter of fact, it was out of research into the
causes and cures for ben -ben i that we got the
term vitamin. It is a combination of the Latin'
word vita, which means life, and the chemical
term amine, which is a compound which contains
the amine group NH2. This compound was
necessary for the prevention of ben -ben, so was
considered necessary for life. So, a vitamin is
something necessary for life. We can thank the
Polish-born biochemist Csimir Funk for
discovering this amine., or yeast compound 'cure
around the turn of the century
HOME & HEARTH HEALTH FOOD
STORE, Lone Oak Plaza Shopping Center.
Paducah, On Highway 45 South, 554-5222, in-
vites you to come by and visit us in our new
ultra-rtsodern facilities to discuss your nutritional
and health food needs. We carry a wide variety
of natural foods and on extensive selection of
literature on good health. We also feature a fine
array of natural cosmetics for your beauty
needs. Hours - Mon -Thur 10-6, Fri 10-7; Sat. 10-
5
HEALTH HINT
Deficiency of Vitamin A can cause night blind-
ness.
Vows To Be Read
Miss Debora (;ail Burk
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Burk of Puryear, Tn., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Debora, to l'irn Brannon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Brannon
of Puryear, Tn.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ewe!
Fuqua of Cottage Grove, Tn., and Mr. and Mrs. James H. Burk ) _
of Oneida, Tn.
Miss Burk is a 1975 graduate of Henry County High School
and attended the McKenzie Vocational School where she
received her bookkeeping certificate, and is presently em-
ployed at Crestline Finance.
The groom-elect is the grandson orAtielate Mr. and Mrs.
John Rumbley of Paris, Tn., and J. D. Brannon and the late
Mrs. Loubie Brannon of Puryear, Tn.
Mr. Brannon is a 1972 graduate of Henry County High School
and a 1975 graduate of Murray State University where he
received his Bachelor of Science degree and teaching cer-
tificate in agriculture. He is employed with Allis Chalmers
Corp. as District Representative in Lafayette, La., where they
will be making their home.
The wedding will take place at 7:30 p. m. on Saturday, Sep-
tember 10, at the Puryear Baptist Church, with the reception
to follow in the fellowship hall.
Only out-of-town invitations are being sent, but all friends






Baby Girl McKeel mother
Jan), Rt. 6, Box 56-A, Murray,
Baby Girl Horschel motlfer
Deborah), Rt. 5, Box 180-D,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Arthur Kinel, 503 N. 1st.
Murray, Mrs. Mary A. Clark,
801 S. 16th, Murray, Mrs.
Barbara J. Hodge and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
'Elizabeth F. Merrell and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn.,
-WS-. Anna M. Free, Rt. 4, Box
269, Benton, Charles Lamb.
803 S. 9th, Murray, Mrs.
Marilyn S. Weatherford, 304
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Lana A. Ward, Lake Barkley
Resort Park, Cadiz. Mrs.
Janice K. Sheppard, Rt. I-E,
Dexter, Mrs. Martha I. Un-
derwood. Rt. 2, Puryear. Tn.,
James T. Gibson, Rt. 2, Hazel.
Dennis Daniel, (;en. Del.,
Murray. Mrs. Jessie Flora.
1618 Magnolia Dr., Murray,
Odell Jarrett, Rt. 5, Murray,
)
Dalton territory. .. It's wherever
-fashionable people meet to
enjoy the richness of life.
Sizes 6 to 18.
Solid color knife pleated
pull-on skirt,
Solid color jersey knit long
sleeve turtleneck sweater
Graduated two tone novelty knit
raglan sleeve cardigan
Wool.
In a class by itself.
The trYPII is Woolciark 'ober
8S.P.Olf I' of guilty






Noel R. Melton, 507 S. 7th,
Murray, Wade H. West, 603 S.
Market Paris, Tn.. William H.
Roberts, Rt. .5, Box 160,
Murray, . Mrs. Mary E.
Bagwell, Rt. 5, Box 160,
Murray, Alvis B. Smith, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Rube V. Bird, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Baby Girl






Baby Boy Stom ( Mot!
Sally), RI—L.-Benton. ,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Teresa Williams, 1.
Murray. Mrs. Catalina V
Williams, Rt. 1 Bx ?`,-;
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Cf
Giles and Baby Boy, I): '
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Norn,
Harris. Rt. 3 Murray.
Phillis G. Brines, Rt.
1043 Murray, Mrs. Mar,mret.
L. Campbell, Rt. 5 Paris. V:, .
Allen T. c.7rume, Bx. 21() "»+
Concord, Mrs. Rhond,) K
Egerton. Lake Barkle Sti)t))
Park Bx 790 Cadiz, Miss
K. Elkins, Rt. 3 Bx. 15 Mu::
Mrs. Vida 0. Farm. ¶t8
Murray, Ted Howard. 1-iN
Sycamore Murray. \I: •
Evelyn Lofton, Rt. 7 r,.
Jack W. Marshall, fix ]. -
Riviera Ct. Murray, Larr:. : )
Morris, Bx. 247 Rt. 1 l'•11. 1-:
Tn., Miss Betty A. Howl-. 4:1
Pryor Mayfield, Mrs.
D. Schleiss, Rt. 2
Tn., Don G. Speight.
Paris,Tn., Laro
Weatherford, Rt. 5 Bx ;]•,-
Murray, Miss An) ')1
Wilkerson, Rt. 7 !solurra
Robin E. Workman
.Glisson Rd. Bx. 110. 1'
Tn., Mrs. Georg-ia S. Lit, H!••
1504 Chestrart_Aturray.
Vonschoech, Rt. 6 Bx
Murray. George W. Sprk
2 Cottage Grove. Tn., I !-
Butler, Rt. 1 Alino.
Tommie M. Austin,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Jeni,,.









HURRY HOT BRE ‘f)
Want a hot bread for 10111'
in a hurry? Take an 11-,..'
package of refrio
buttermilk biscuits. st • )1
dough on its side, on a bak:N.
sheet. Press lightly together to
resemble a loaf of Fit': h
bread. Brush thelop and si“;
with a beaten egg •
sprinkle with grated lr-
mesan cheese and baki) to
30 minut6s in a preheated ;50













Quality 100% cotton underwearN.,..........
styled for comfort and good fit.
s.
It's wonderfully absorbent and
i
I, perfectly washable. Boys briefs
and t-shirts sizes 2-10. Mens



















































Stay warm and com-
fortable in a pant coat of
new soft Bronco Suede.
Two fabulous styles with
zip or snap front, pipe trim.
In Rust, Grey, and Navy
















5 Duo-Tang Report Covers
Protect sni hind your , reports on,





Dries up oily skin
Our Reg. 1.93
4 Duo-Tang Portfolios
Four colorful pot 's
POCII•ts to sug,•• • "
'repo's , papers and • 01•• •••
9-9 Mon.-Sat. Opportunit!,Lmploer













Fantastic Value Pretty long
sieevit Acrylic slipover
sweaters with embroidery
or screen print crew or V-




Fashionable wrap cardigans at
a real sp•cial value now! Latest
fall colors in tweeds, stripes





Sporty casual l?)ok long
sleeve print plaids with
placket front, and two flap
or bias cut'-chest pockets
100 Cotton Sizes 30 to
38
366
Bic Clic Value Pack a.it
v.
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3 Lb. or More
12 oz. Pkg.
Prices good Thurs., Aug. 25

















io oz. 6 bottle carton
















$100 Ili Fish Sticks
:1




Register each tine you
are in the store for the




*Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch *All You Do Is
;36 Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawitfg Wed-
4t! nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts, Thursday
Morning.
.:11; .Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win *Adults
mil) may register .You do not have to b. ------ • • -







































(.4 Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
Hatch Act Fight
REP. JAMES ABDNOR 4S. Dak. )
"...A ( Washington Post) article merits
the attention of all Members of the
House and Senate. The condensed
article follows):
Why The Hatch. Act
Is Worth Keeping
( By Marjorie G. Fribourg )
In a famous White House memo in
1971, John Dean asked, "...how pin we
use the available federal machinery to
screw our political enemies." Only the
Hatch Act, which spells out that
government workers are not to take an
active part in campaigns kept the
Watergate crowd from being able to use
vast numbers of unwilling government
workers to go after Nixon's enemies.
The House has passed H.R. 10,
knockingftlown the safeguards in the
Act. The Senate is holding hearings on
the bill, and while opponents may have
blocked action this fall, some union
leaders still hope to push the bill
through. If they don't succeed, H.R. 10
will be high on the Senate agenda early
next year.
• Hence, some clear spring evening a
platoon of postmen could be combing
your neighborhood ringing every
doorbell, handing out campaign
literature and collecting contributions.
Ostensibly they will have volunteered
their services and in any case are
trying to make sure that their
'candidate defeats the incumbent
congressman who tither dared to
Washington Today
disagree with the President or dared to
fight the demands of a government
worker's union.
A rumor has started simultaneously
in every federal agency: Promotions
will be given to those who go out and
canvass for the cause: job descriptions
will be reworded after election to match
the individuals who helped the party.
True, no one may campaign while on
duty or in uniform or in a government
building and no supervisor may solicit
contributions from a subordinate.
What the authors of the bill fail to
consider is the coercion may be subtle.
You do not have to go after a worker
with a club or threaten to have him
transferred. All a boss has to do is be
visibly more cordial to those who
showed up at a fund-raising dinner or
rally and the maverick gets the idea.
Obviously, a balance has to be struck
between the needs of the workers
voluntarily to exercise the rights of
citizens and the needs of the
government to preserve its integrity..
The Hatch Act strikes the balance.
Judging from the 150-year struggle
required to get it, if we ever lose it, we





President Carter supports the union's
drive to rewrite the Hatch Act.
By WALTER R. MEAR.S
AP Special Correspondent
Deadbeats Warned
WASHINGTON AP) —Time may be
running out for the deadbeats among
federal agencies — the ones that have a
habit of paying their bills weeks or even
months late.
The administration has told agencies
that contract with private businesses to
turn in reports by Sept. 1 on how many
are paid when due, and how many are
tardy.
If past performance is any guide, a
good many of them will have to confess
to paying bills belatedly.
Sen. Robert Packwood, R-Ore., who
raised the issue in the first place, said
he may propose legislation to require
that government agencies pay interest
on any bills that are not paid within 30
days.
That's the way it is for the consumer
who doesn't come up with the casts to
pay his bills on time. But some of the
government's 29 contracting -agencies
apparently have been making their own
rules, and there hasn't been much that
a businessman could do about it.
Packwood raised the possibility of a
bill collecting bill after the General
Accounting Office reported that late
payments are a serious problem for
businesses that take government
contracts.
According to the GAO survey, the
General Services Administration was
late in paying 73 per cent of its bills, the
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare was tardy with 68 per cent of its
payments and the Department of
Transportation with 64 per cent.
The National Education Association
is launching a letter-writing and
Letter To The Editor
lobbying campaign tor fulfillment of
what apparently was one of President
Carter's low priority campaign
commitments: the creation of a new
Department of Education.
Carter has had, the Department of
Energy added to the Cabinet roster, but
there is no indication that the
administration is considering another
for education.
The education association is
distributing a series of statements in
_r which candidate Carter said that he
favored a separate, Cabinet-level
Department of Education'.
There is a bill, cosponsored by half
the members of the Senate, to set up
such a department, but it is not likely to
get anywhere unless the administration
advocates the move.
Carter remains pledged to balance
the federal budget by the end of his
term as president, although
congressional analysts question
whether he can do it without sacrificing
his other announced economic goals.
While he grapples with the problems
of budget, inflation and unemployment,
conservatives ,are pushing for a
constitutional amendment to outlaw
federal deficits.
According to the conservative
newsletter Fact 19, state legislatures
have adopted resolutions seeking 'a
constitutional convention to adopt an
amendment that would require a
balanced federal budget.
It would take action by 34 states to
call a convention, and there's no real
'prospect of that. So the move is really a
gesture, but it does give conservatives
a way to dramatize the issue.
Temperazice League Meets
Dear Editor:
Calloway County Woman's Christian
Temperance group met at Calvary
Temple for our August meeting. Sorry
that none of Calvary members could
meet with us; but appreciated use of
their room.
Pastor May from the Seven-Day
Adventist Church gave an inspirational
devotional, which as very practical
and applicable to each one. He spoke of
the Levite and the Priest walking by on
the other side, and of the ways in which
we, too, might be guilty of passing
others by and not getting involved when
there is great need. Looking at the
Samaritan, he thought of the excuses he
might have found to pass by without
helping the poor man, who was in need;
but he took care of his needs because he
had love and concern for him. Of
course, that is the secret we must
have love and concern for others. He
brought_ startling truths and stated
facts, which made us more aware of our
s. need to be concerned about desperate
conditions in our nation.
Mrs. May told us of some Unlimited
resoarces we have if we would only use
them, and Some ways of putting forth
our best efforts anti .use resources
-014143114k #18ilijote,Virginia McDaniel
•
spoke to us on "Alcohol — The Liquid
Death." We had quite a discussion
about fighting pornography and sins of
various kinds. Mrs. Reynolds and Mrs.
Hines told of their concern the film or
program "S 0 A P," which is to be
shown in September unless there is too
much protest. They said the program.
counts immorality and adultery as
acceptable and fun. The director of
family and special moral concerns
urges us to write asking them not to
show the film or program.
If you want to join us in this protest,
write to: James E. Duffy, President, A
B C Television Network, 1330 Avenue of
the Americas, N. Y., N. Y. 10019.
We do pray that "SOAP" nor the
films which blaspheme Jesus will not
get on television.
Only one letter came to me. in
response to letter to editor on por-
nography. Be one to fight as an in-
dividual or join us as a group to defeat it
here. Our Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union ( WCTU ) has finished i-
good year and we are looking forward











Murray Ledger & Times rulkor
We have printed the following article
before but since it was some time ago
and since it is that time of year, we feel
it is worth reprinting.
The article is entitled: "WORLD,
Take My Son By The Hand." We might
add that the thoughts conveyed are
equally applicable to daughters. The
article follows:
0+0
My son started school this week. It's
going to be strange and new to him for
awhile.
And I wish you would sort of treat him
gently.
You see, up to now, he's been King of
the Roost.
He's been boss of the backyard. I
It‘ F. an- and Riolicrt Ni is al.
Soviets On Capitol Hill
WASHINGTON — On July 13, a
Soviet operative concealing his identity
showed up at the Library of Congress in
quest of an Unpublished comparison of
U. S.-Soviet military strength — an
example of the bold intelligence game
played by the Russians.
Two-alarmed defense analysts for the
Congressional Research Service (CRS
immediately informed their supervisor
and urged tighter security to prevent
Soviet operatives from roaming at will.
But their report . was brushed off as
"overdrawn," and nothing was done.
This points up a recurring problem of
an open society: foreign agents have
the run of Capitol Hill with access to all
but the most sensitive committee
hearings and studies.
• Andrei Suvorov, third secretary of
the Soviet embassy, appeared
unannounced at 12:35 p. m. on July 13
on Deck A of the Library of Congress, -
:site of the foreign affairs and national
'defense section. Suvorov, suspected of
KGB connections, did not identify
himself but asked for the U. S.-Soviet
defense study prepared by CRS analyst
John Collins for the Senate Armed
Services Committee. That report,
detailing relative U. S. weakness, had.
been suppressed by the Senate
committee's staff.
Defense analysts Robert L. Goldich
and Mark M. Lowenthal reported Ln a
memo written that day to their ch:ef.
Dr. William W. Whitson_: "Comments
by us to the effect that he (Suvorov)
could leave his name and address L)i• a
callback were parried; this and L.:her
Today In Histor
Today is Wednesday, Aug. 24. the
236th day of 1977. There are 129 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:.
On this date in 1814, British troops
invaded Washington, D.C., and burned
the Capitol and the White House..
On this date:
In 79 A.D., an eruption of Mount
Vesuvius in Italy buried the ancient
cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum.
In 189, Thomas Edison applied for a
patent for a motion picture camera.
In 1932, Amelia Earhart became.the
first woman to make a non-stop flight
across the United States, flying from
Los Angeles to Newark, N.J . in 19
hours and five minutes.
Ten years ago: Mobs from
Communist China repeatedly attacked
British positions along the 17-mile Hong
Kong border and were driven off with
tear.gas.
Five years ago: Argentine security
forces arrested hundreds of leaders of
leftwing -labor, student and political
groups after a night of student rioting in
major provincial cities.
One yea.- ago: ' Two Soviet
cosmonauts 'returned to earth after 48
days in orbit in a space laboratory
Today's birthday: Physicist Ha ph
Lapp is 60 years old.
Thought for today: "NothinL:.
particularly hard if you divide it .nto
small jobS." — Auto manufactt;Ter
Henry Ford, 1863-1947.
M— iray Ledger & Times
Publisher -
WEditor R Gene 751-
The Murray Ledger di Times u, p.,'
every afternoon except Sundays. JUI) 4man Day. New Year's Day and Thanksg
Murray Newspapers, Inc 103 N
Murray. Ky 42071. Second Class Postai:,
Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRI?TION RATES In area.,
carriers, $2 50 per month, payable ',I 
By mail in Calloway County and t, 44, •
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmingt,, •
Pa9s, Buchanan and Puryea'r, l'r I'
year By mail to other destination,
year.
Membet of Associated Press, Kentu r ,
Association and Southeen Newspaper
Association.
b 1"1 tThe Associated Press is exclusiveb
republish local news originated by Th., '1/41
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News and Sports Depl
obviously intentionally vague replies
( as well as looks and accent) made us
suspect within about five minutes that
he was a Soviet or Eastern European
citizen." • •
Finally, pressed to identify himself
by another CRS employe, Suvorov told
who he was, prompting this warning in
the Goldich-Lowenthal memo:
"This appears to be the latest
incident in an increasing number of
unannounced visits by Soviet personnel
to various analysts on Deck A.. .Soviet
authorities have apparently discovered'
that anybody can just walk in. We
suggest that some sort of identification,
escort, or logging-in requirement has
been , made necessary by this overt
targeting of the division as an
information source. Placing some
restrictions in effect now Might solve
some potentially large problems later
Nothing was done. Indeed, Dr.•
Whitson told us "the memo was badly
overdrawn." The Soviet operatives,
who love to prowl Capitol Hill, have free
rein on Deck A.
WARNKE'S BROOM
The fast broom of Paul Warnke,
director of the Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency ( ACDA 1, has
swept out another victim: Pedro
Sanjuan, invaluable as ACDA's public
affairs chief because of his bridges to
defense-mintied Congressmen worried
about the Carter administration's arms
control poIley.
Warnke gave every indication early
this year that he understood Sanjuan's
political value and wanted him to stay.
But then came pressure from the arms
control lobby particularly the
Washington-based Arms Control Assn.
Its executive director, Thomas
Halstead, was named by Warnke to
replace Sanjuan in charge of public
affairs.
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I receive a lot of
literature from miillorder companies,
but I've read so much about people
getting "ripped off" that I am afraid to
order even though I could use some of
the merchandise. Do you have any
helpful hints about dealing with mail-
order firms? — H.T.
A. The mail-order business in the
United States is a very convenient,
tinie-saving, and ( usually ) money-
saving operation. Probably 99 per cent
of the companies are legitimate and
operate aboveboard. It is the other one
per cent that receives all the publicity
and gives the mail-order business a bad
name. By following the rules listed
below, you can help protect yourself
against the "bad apples."
1. Never send cash through the mail.
Always use a check or money order so
you can have a record of when you sent
your order and when the company
received it.
2. Make sure there. is a guaranteed
delivery date. If you are ordering for a
special date, you want to make sure the
item is received on time.
3. Find out the conipany's policy on
jeturns. If it is not mentioned in the ad,
write the company first and ask what it
is.
4: Beware of exaggerated claims on
orprice.. Look the ad over
""•
Warnke may rue the change. Under
Warnlie, ACDA's old posture as a
skepfiCal, tough-minded bargainer with
Moscow is no more. Instead, ACDA is
under attack in Congress for pursuing
dangerously risky disarmament goals.
Halstead, who has written
extensively against the B-1 bomber and
cruise missile, is an ardent arms
controller regarded with suspicion by
the congressional defense bloc. Far
from deflecting criticism of Warnke
and the administration, Halstead may
attract more flak.
Sanjuan has been assigned to the
White House for "special projects" in
the arms control field — that is, ter help
presidential aide Landon Butler smooth
the way for Senate ratification of a
SALT treaty. The President might well
find useful Sanjuan's talents which
were spurned by Paul Warnke.
CONNALLY'S NEW START
A hush-hush Aug. 10 meeting in
Houston called by John B. Connally
decided to form a political' action
committee to raise $1 million for a
national campaign by Connally next
year. Its purpose would be help for 1978
Republican candidates for Congress
and governor, but 1980 presidential
implications are clear.
Connally summoned a dozen political
allies to the Hyatt-Regency Hotel.
Included were Republican state
chairmen from Kansas, Kentucky and
his own state of Texas plus the national
committeeman from Colorado.
Asked at the meeting about a possible
run for the 1980 presidential
nomination, Connally snorted: "I don't
want anyone here even to think about
1980. I might run or I might not, but that
is not the issue here." Nevertheless,
several Republicans present look on the
1978 Connallly effort — patterned after
Nixon's restorative 1966 campaign for
GOP candidates — as a 1980 threshold.
carefully. If it seems too good to be
true, avoid it.
5. Check out the company. If you do
not know anything about the company,
do not hesitate to check it out with a
Better Business Bureau.
6. Keep a record of your order. Make
sure you also keep the name and
address of the company.
7. Do not rely solely on the picture.
Note the description, size, weight, color
and contents. Be sure to include this
along with the order number.
8. If you will not accept a substitute,
indicatethis on your order.
9. Make sure you give the company
complete information. Be very explicit.
Make sure you include all information
about your order.
10. Be sure ro enclose shipping
handling, and tax charges with your
order.
HE ARTIINE : I ordered a magazine
subscription in February, but have not
received it yet. Can you help me? —
N. R.
A. yes. Heartline has sent special
forms to you to fill out to help you Solve
your problem.
Anyone who is having any type of
consumer problem should write
Headline and state that you would like
the Consumer Protection Forms to fill
out. Do not explain your problem or
send any correspondence you have had.
Please send a long, self-addressed;-
stamped envelope.
Bible Thought
Take ye heed, .watch and
pray: for ye know not when the
time is. Mark 13:33.
Forget yesterday, live for
today.- and trust God for the
unknown future,
have always been around to repair his
wounds, and to soothe his feelings.
But now — things are going to be
different.
This morning, he's going to walk
down the front steps, wave his hand and
start on his great adventure that will
probably include wars, tragedy and
sorrow.
To live his life in the world he has to
live in will require faith and love and
courage.
So, World, I wish you would sort of
take him by his young hand and teach
him the things he will have to know.
Teach him — but gently, if you can. .,
He will have to learn, I know, that not
all men are just that not all men are
true.
Teach him that for every scoundrel,
there is a hero — that for every crooked
politician, there is a dedicated leader —
that for every enemy, there is a friend.
Let him learn early that the bullies
are the easiest people to lick.
Teach him the wonders of books. Give
him quiet time to ponder the eternal
mystery of birds in the sky, bees in the
sun and flowers on the green hill.
Teach him that it is far more
honorable to fail than to cheat. Teach
him to have faith in his own ideas, even
if everyone else tells him they are
wrong.
Try to give my son the strength not to
follow the crowd when everyone else is
getting on the bandwagon. Teach him to
listen to all men, but to filter ill • he
hears on a screen of truth and to take
only the good that comes through.
Teach him to close his ears on a
howling mob — and to stand and fight if
he's right. Teach him that the word
AMERICAN ends with... I CAN!
Teach him gently, World, buf don't
coddle him because only the test of fire
makes fine steel.
This is a big order, World, but see-
what you can do...
He's such a nice little fellow. ,
— Author Unknown, reprinted froni




Enrollment for the Calloway County
Schools on the first day of registration
indicates that 2,280 students have
enrolled thus far, according to Charlie
Lassiter, director of pupil personnel for
the Calloway Schools.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Cora
Thompson Bourland and Revel E.
Cathey.
Army Private Eddie H. Mestere has
completed an Army cooking course at
Fort Ord, California.
Miss Jenny Lynn Wilkerson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Clifton
Wilkerson, was married to Ronnie
Wade Newberry, son ot Mr. and Mrs.
Hubert Newberry, at the Union Grove
Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Philpot and
son, Tim, have recently moved to
Murray and were honored at a party at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sturm.
Mr. Philpot is with the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
20 Years Ago
Army Pfc. Glen B. Gibbs, son of Mr.1
and Mrs. Vergil N. Gibbs, recently was
graduated from. the 10th Infantry
Division's Non-Commissioned Officer
Academy at Kitzingin, Germany.
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. A.
Cathcart, age 76, Mrs. Bettie King, age
82, Mrs. Joe L. Wear, age 56, and Mrs.
Alice Alford, age 79.
The Rev. 0. C. Markham is serving
as president of the Baptist Bible
Institute at Mayfield. He succeeds Dr.
W. A. Sloan who retired last May.
Officers of the Murray City Schools
Parent-Teacher Association are Mrs.
A. A. Doherty, Mrs. James. C. Hart.
Mrs. Edwin Larson, and Mrs. Frank
Dibble.
Births reported include a boy, Alan
Ray, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rob Haley on
August 9, and a girl, Cheryl Dean, to
Mr. and Mrs. Joel Dean Jackson on
August 9.
30 Years Ago
The annual . picnic of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau will be held
August 28 at the Murray City Park,
according to Ruby Hendon, president.
Speakers will include Mrs. Allen Hines
of Paducah and Horrace Cleveland of
Pleasureville.
Deaths reported include G. W. Bill
Stubblefield of New Concord.
The Rev. E. k Somers is serving as
pastor of the WestsFork Baptist Church, •
located on Highway 121, Coldwater
Road, near Stella.
Mrs. C. I. Jetton was honored with a
surprise birthday dinner at her home on
August 17.
Showing at the (7apitol Theatre is
-Stanley and Livingston" starring
Spencer Tracy, .Richard Green, and
—Nancy Kelly.
„.. 1
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By Abigail Van Buren
More Births Tied
For First Place
DEAR ABBY: This is for the woman who's afraid her
husband won't be on hand when she has her baby, becaule
she's due Jan. 1. and her husband already has tickets' for
he Rose Bowl garile.
I Was born on New Year's Day, and I'm sure I wasn't the
“nly baby who had to compete with the Rose Bowl game.
My mother's doctor (an avid football fan) gave her strict
instructions not to come to the hospital until after the
game vi as over My mother, an obedient registered nurse,
as used to taking orders from a doctor, so she waited
the game was over and she barely made it to the
.citv, It; 1J.**),04.iil in time. Those on the scene tell me that I was very
nearly delivered by a neighbor lady.
Sign me .
NEW YEAR'S BABY (1954)
DEAR BABY: Read on for another situation in which
the doctor , was a football freak:
DEAR ABBY: The letter from-the expectant mother
%A. hot-q! husband loved football reminded me of my own
,•xpurience.
The day my baby was born I awakened my husband'
early in the morning to tell him I thought we should call my '
.ioctor. We dressed and waited for a grocery store to open
because those were depression days and we had no phone.
We phoned the doctor from the store, and he told us to get
t“ the hospital fast. We had no car, so we called a cab, a
terrific extravagance for a couple living on $16 a week.
Our college degrees cut no ices
Whim we got to the hospital, my doctdr—Said I would
probably got deliver before evening. Around. noon my
tioctor invited my husband to go to the football game with
him, so the two of them took off.
You guessed it! At 1:20 p.m. a staff doctor I had never
seen before brought my nine-pound, baby boy into the
world!
Mv "baby' will be 44 in October. He has two fine
children of his otvn. and times have changed because HE
t.k as present when they were born.
- MRS. P.H.R., CINCINATTI
DEAR .ABBY i Ill put my bowling nut up against that
lads 's football nut ,any day. •
When I was expecting my faurth baby., I knew- from
t xpt•rit•nce that the baby was on its way—but in a hurry.
So I threw a few things into my overnight bag and my
htp-hanri cir•,ve me to the hospital.
The doctor on duty called my doctor and said it wouldn't
be long.
• \Ty husband kissed me on the forehead and raretown the
saying he had to bowl in a tournament that night!
didn't whine or cuss him out because I knew the team
et.etied him. (lie was top scorer.) They' won the trophy.
and I finally had a baby girl after .three boys!
MAGGIE
DEAR ABBY: Please tell that lady who's expecting her
baby on Jan. 1 that shen•doesn't have to worry about
competing with the Rose Bowl game in 1978.
Jan. 1 will fall on Sunday next year, so the Rose Bowl
game will be played on Monday, Jan. 2.
FOOTBALL FAN
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope please.
I FREE PORTRAIT OF GRANDPARENTS
• 




Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
Bel-Air Shopping Ctr.







• Choose from different backgr•unds and
Cullom poses •
ornIt one per subject. tare per fsmily
• ddlhonal portraits available in all sizes
CI reasonable prices
• iirops $1.25 each additional subiect
• persons under 18 must be acco/npanied
by parent or guardian
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FOR THURSDAY, AUGUST 2E, 1977
What kind of day will, spire others with respect for
tomorrow be? .To find out what your special abilities. Here is a
the stars say, read the forecast brand new chance to put over a
given for your birth Sign. project in tip-top fashion.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
Don't lose confidence in your
ability to produce the results
you want - even if temporarily
stymied. Keep trying. Some
dandy advantages on your side.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mixed influences. Certain
situations may prove confusing,
but remain calm. Anxiety or




May 22 to June 21) nj9i-
Mercury continues favorable.
A profitable day indicated for
those of you who capitalize on
your innate imagination and
originality. In the personal
area, emotions may rise. and
fall unless you maintain
equilibrium and poise.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23)
In both business and personal
matters, use only time-tested
procedures. Don't attempt
anything risky. And DON'T try
for the unreasonable.
LECI
(July 24 to Aug. t/24:g
Now you have a chance to
display your showmanship;
also your gift for being able to
come up with a switch in tactics
thalachanges the humdrum into
VIX60
( Aug. 2.4 to Sept. 23) WP-MIL
Do not sell the opposition
short and do heed suggestions
from worthwhile sources. You
may experience tendencies
toward restlessness now. Curb
them and you can attain much.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) A'n
An encouraging period. Stress
your self-confidence, powers of
concentration, and be patient
for those results which will
come more easily if you remain-
unperturbed.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 21 to Nov. 22)
You normally aspire to a
position of leadership and in.




creativity generally. An ex-
cellent period in which to try out
new devices and methods, to
capitalize on unique ideas.
CAPRICORN
1( Dec, 22 to Jan. 20) d6
Excellent planetary in-
fluences. You will not have to
strain to accomplish now. A
good period for building up your
potentials, reviving a project
previously set aside.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your gift for capitalizing on
your talents, yet keeping
yourself in the background, can
boost your gains many fold.
This day needs vitality, good,
workable ideas.
PISCES X
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You may be going through a




YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a lively outlook on
life; are keen-minded,
remarkably intuitive, per-
ceptive and practical. You are
more meticulous about han-
dling details than those born
under most Signs, and your
integrity is outstanding. You
have a great love of knowledge
and never stop trying to ac-
cumulate more than you have.
If you can zurb a tendency to be
overexacting with those under
your supervision, you would
make an excellent teacher, but
many other fields are suited to
your wealth of talents, notably:
science, literature, music, the
stage, medicine and the law.
Birthdate of: James Lick,
astronomer; Bret Harte, Amer.
author; Leonard Bernstein,
symphony conducter, com-




By F .11. Illasingame, M.D.
Q: Mrs. E.B. writes to
ask whether it is possible
to predict the future height
of her 2-year-old son. She
has been told that a 2-year-
old is usually half his adult
size. .
She indicates that she is
short and that her husband
is tall. She,h.opes that their
son takes after his father
and grows to be a tall man.
She wants to know if a
medicine is available to
cause added height.
A: It is not unusual for
mothers to hope that their
sons kvill be tall. Of course,
an excess of tallness, as in
a giant, has its disadvan-
tages.
Doubling the height of a
2-year-old to predict the
adult height is not alto-
gether accurate, though
the prediction in a boy is
more accurate than in a
girl. In her case, her pre-
dicted height would be
about four inches .too tall.
The height of ancestors
is an important factor in
predicting future height.
Tallness extending back
over several generations is
more likely to accurately
predict tallness in a child
than is the parents' height.
Their height and that of the
child can be influenced by
general health over the




a period of years can as-
sure that the genetic.
growth pattern built into a'
particular person hag-am-
ple opportunity to have
proper influence. School
desks had to be enlarged
for students in some na-
tions after World War II
because improved nutri-
tion favorably affected bet-
ter growth among the chil-
dren than in former years.
The armor worn by knights
shows that men of those
days were smaller than
men of today; the greater
height today is probably a
result of better nutrition.
X-rays of the bones can
often help to predict
whether growth not made
often unless serious con-
cern exists about appropri-
ate growth.
No medicine is available
fOr general use to stimu-
late growth. Growth hor-
mone, which is quite
expensive, is available for
special cases requiring
stimulation of growth.
You may want to consult
your physician about the
growth pattern in your son
if he has a problem. If not,
it is probably wiser to let
nature take as course and
to see that he has adequate
exercise and diet. Men and
women of various normal
height's can live , happy,
healthy, effective lives. I
suggest that you avoid
overemphasizing the im-
portance of height to yout
child.
MISS YOUR PAPER?.
Saltscrilmws wile W. wet
recoived **it 11041M-44V111111111
ropy of The alarm Stripa
Tinos by 5: )11 p. Illeaday-
Friday 3:30 p. 0. se
Senordirys .ortiod to call
753-1116 between 5.30 p. m.
toed 6 p. m.. Moeilay-iriday,
or 3.30 p r.ilk 4 p. on.
Saturday', to Moore delivery
of Itte newspaper. Calls must
be pintail by is p as wee*





In last week's ad, Storey's had
Martha White Flour advertised at
lb. bag at 19`. We inadvertedly omit-
ted "Limit One Per Customer with
$7.50 Additional Purchase Excluding
Tobacco and Diary Products." We
sincerely apologize to the
management and employees of
Storey's and indeed regret any in-
convenience. and embarrassment it
may have caused you or your
customers.
The Murray Ledger and Times





Make It To Hall Of Fame
By WILL GRIMSLIEY
AP Special Correspondent
PINEHURST, N.C. ( AP) -
The honorary chairman
couldn't make it in person, but
he sent along a battered olf
ball which will joi
prominent artifacts in golf's
World Hall of Fame.
"I regret I could not be there
in person, but there were prior
commitments," said former
President Gerald R. Ford.
The ball, with which he
scored a hole-in-one on the 157-
yard fifth hole at the Colonial
Country Club in the Memphis
Classic last June, was
received by Don Collett,
president of the Hall of Fame
and presented to a gathering
of movie and sports celebrities
at induction ceremonies
Tuesday night.
The ball, a Pro Staff No. 2,
will occupy a niche not far
from a pair of battered shoes
and a collection of clubs once
used by Dwight D.
Eisenhower, the most avid of
our country's many golfing
presidents.
Ford led the distinguished
guests who dedicated the
World Golf Hall of Fame Sept.
11, 1974, opening a gleaming
white structure that sits
among towering pine trees in
the heart of North Carolina's
golfing country.
Since then, many of the
game's great players and
personalities, dead and living,
have been erishrined. Four
The list for
1977- John Ball Jr., one of
Britain's pioneers in the 1890s;
Bobby Locke, South Africa's
beknickered putting master of
the 1940s and 1950s; historian
Herb Graff is, and the eminent
golf architect Donald Ross.
All of the honorees are
identified by some piece of
equipment or wearing apparel
which was familiar to them
when they played.
Here is one man's opinion of
how golf's greats and near-
greats should be identified in
the mitseum:
Sam Snead - an empty.tin
can. They called, him the
stingiest man on the tour and
said he made a million dollars
and had five million buried in
the backyard of his Hot
Springs, Va. home.
The late Babe Didrikson
Zaharias - a girdle. After
winning the British women's
championship, the 'Babe
quipped to the astonished
British, "I just loosed my
girdle and let her rip.- .
Jack Nicklaus - an
autographed copy of the
weightwatcher's diet. It's
hard to believe the amazing
transition from the fat boy of
the 1960s to the slim matinee
idol of the P970s.
Ben Hogan - the familiar
white cap. Who can forget the
chiseled features, cigarette
dangling from the lips of the
Texas Hawk who won four
U.S. Opens?
Jimmy Demaret - a pair of
rainbow-colored slacks. It was
Jimmy the Dude who set the
fashions for today's pro
tourists.
Gary Player - a replica of a
banana' and raisin sundae
mounted on a pair of barbells.
The little South African had a
fetish for strange foods and
physical fitness.
Gene Sarazen - a pair of
knickers. Styles changed, but
Gene never abandoned the
familiar plus-fours he wore for
50 years.
The late Tony Lema - a
gold cigarette lighter. He was
the Prince of Wales of the
fairways.
Arnold Palmer - a football
helmet. He tackled a golf
course the way a football
halfback runs for the winning
touchdown.
Bailey Out Of World Games
After Melee Erupts Tuesday
By DAVID M1NTHORN
Associated Press Writer
SOFIA, Bulgaria (AP) -
Jim Bailey had his left arm in
stitches today after being
slashed by a broken bottle
wielded by a Cuban opponent,
and no longer will. be able to
heip the United States
basketball team in its bid for
the gold medal at the World
University Games.
Bailey, a 6-foot-9 startine
center from Rutgers
University, was the only
serious casualty in the melee
that erupted Tuesday night,
two minutes into the second
half of the hotly contested
game between the Americans
and Cubans.
The unbeaten United States
team went on to win 94-78, for
its fifth victory in,the 31-nation
tournament. The loss was the




at Sofia's University Hall
Arena, then taken back to the
United States team dormitory,
where the two deep slashes
were stitched by a team
physician.
The Americans had lost the
services of 6-7 forward Phil
Hubbard with a wrenched
knee during a 112-95 victory
over the Soviet Union Monday
night.
"It's the two losses) going
to hurt the offense, defense
and rebounding," said U.S.
Coach Denny Crum of the
University of Louisville. The
Americans play Brazil"
tonight.
'Everybody else will have
to play a little harder," said
Crum, who was in the center
of the fight.
"Cuba's No. 12 pushed me
when I was talking to the
referee and I pushed him
back,"trInn said.
The Cubans then rushed the
U.S. team bench, carrying
broken bottles and attacked
the American players, who
fought back with punches. The
melee, before a sellout crowd
of 2,000, lasted several
minutes before police
managed to separate the
players.
The fight - similar to one
between American and Cuban
players at the 1973 University
Games in Moscow - was the
turning point of the game.
The Cubans' play
deteriorated after that, and
the Americans raced away
from a 44-46 tie, winning
easily.
"I think the team that's in
the right on these kinds of
things comes back and plays
the best," Crum said. "I don't
know how the Cubans felt, but
I know we didn't start that
fight."
Calvin Natt, a 6-5 forward
from Northeast Louisiana, led
the Americans with 24 points
and Darrell Griffith, a 6-3
guard from Louisville, had 21.
Meanwhile, the track and
field events ended with Tom
Andrews of the University of
Southern California winning
two gold medals in one night
- one as a hurdler and one as
a relay runner.
Andrews won the 400-meter
hurdles in 49.52 seconds, then
anchored the United States
1,600-meter relay team to
victory in 3:01.2. Both times
were records for these games.
That gave the United States
a total of four gold medals in
track and field. The Soviet
Union has won nine and
Bulgaria five.
The swimming and diving
events were to start today.
Named Head Coach
LONDON, Ont. (AP -
Darwin Semotiuk, head
football coach at the
University of Western
Ontario, has been named head
coach of the Canadian college
all-star squad for the Jan. 8
Can-Am bowl at Tampa, Fla.
The bowl game, the first
such all-star match, will be
played according to Canadian
rules with American field
dimensions. The Tampa field,
like other American fields, is
100 yards long and 60 yards




Calloway Co. Fairgrounds .0
Saturday, August 27, 1977 - 7:00 
lap
TOTAL PURSE $1650






















Twin Lakes Four Wheelers Rules Will Be Used
ENTRY FEE $10.00
Admission ONLY $2.00 Adults
Children Under 6 FREE
For Further Information Contact Gary Cross 753-2863
Registration time 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. Serturdeit August 27, 1977,
Libbey For Every Occasion
Everyday glassware can be attractive and still be
economical. Libby offers beautifully designed
glEses aind stemware, that will please the eye and
budget alike. in sets of four.
wore. Contoured design: withstands every da)
use.
5-, 9- and 12 oz. 12/249/25/59  1.99 Set
St...... Varied 12/5456/69/79/96,, 3.95 Set
22 oz. Rome Grow& Snifter. 12/8421 1.39 Ea.
4O-Pc. DINNER SET
SERVICE FOR
Cheese from three elegant styles: Vista, Garden or Damask. Pet-
terns ere hocked under elate to prevent Wig mod Unpin. Irew
steel is steepest and dishwasber safe. Each sett* has • direr
pints, seep/seled bowl, dessert plate, 8-oz asp and seem. 8 set-
tings of practical, yet pretty Wootton. 12/3441-1/2/12.
211-Pc. DINNERWARE SET 22.88
An amazing material that reflects the look, feel and ring
ot china but resists chipping and scratching. Goes from
refrigerator, to oven, to table. Incl. 4 settings of dinner
plates, dessert plates, bowls, stacking cups, and saucers.









25 Pcs. Stainless TABLEWARE
25-Pc. Service for 4
ROCKINGSIAM. Dv* is mainly crafted of heavyweight stainless steel
%with perfect balance sad meticulous attention to detail. fair 6-pc settings, 1
tablespoon. 12125IR...14.99
MITA. An Mogan desists offend at on economical prim. henna a
modified Mediterranean rms. Stenderd weight stainless. few 6-pc. settings,
1 hailissmaa. 12/25S1... 6.99
RATTAN. A striking design that detimotizai the look of woven natural %ars













Attractive s;itings sehmas niesd mama. Elegant
design for fell dinner settings or any acclaim. In-
dia's eight 6-pc. place settings, 2 tablespoons;














Heats 2 to 6 cups of water for instant coffee, tea,
soup, cocoa, other beverages. Thermostat maintains
proper serving temperature. Safety lock-on cover
prevents accidental spills. Compact size-just 8"
high. Attractive butterscotch exterior. Ut. listed.
Johnny Apple Peeler
Peals, slices, corn apples in seconds
brings fun back to canning and baking
Great for pears too. Cuts neat,
uniform rings. Adjusts for all
shapes and sizes. 416
4- Slice TOASTER BROILER
Hats up fast to broil a large steak, toast four
slices of bread, bake a casserole, top brown.
etc. Removable rack and broiler pan for
easier cleaning.
06/T26. . . . . . 44.18
2 Slice Toaster Broderikflat2.3 . 3111
Think About Those Gifts EARLY
Just Set It and Forget It!
5 heat lettings
WEST BEND
4 Qt. Electric SLO-COOKER
with attractive buffet styling
1-1/\ 1 ( r slow tooks load
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IF your electric and fuel bills are too high
IF you have to "cut corners" to pay those high electric hills
IF your house really wasn't as warm as it should ha‘.! been
suffered through power failures or shortages.
looked for an answer to ridiculous fuel prices. '
would like to stop wasting your hard earned dollars.
have wilod available in your area,
•SANY0 349.95
19" PORTABLE COLOR TV
Great quality at a very special
price! New In-line gun, slotted
mask, black matrix picture tube for
sharp contrast and detail and
brighter color. VHF and UHF click
tuning. Loop and dipole antenna.
16/91C48
LP. 61131119 NULL
CAST ALUMINUM BLACK FINIS'
13,000 ITO
COMPLETE WITH 20 LB. TARE








you are concerned see your Fisher "Super Stme- I >caler soon.
MAMA REAR
Weight 345 lbs. 16" x 27"
Firechamher accepts up to 24" logs.
Will heat approximately 1,500
square feet
PAPA B1 AR
Weight 4k/ ihs 12"
Firechamher accepts up to 30" logs
Will heat appruximately 2,000 .
square feet
BABY 131-,AR
Weight 245 Ihs 14's 21
farechamber accepts up to 18" ldgs
Will heat approximately 1,000
square feet,



















Mel Purcell Wins First
National Singles Title
Mel Purcell of Murray captured his first national singles
title in tennis this past weekend when he won the 18-and-
under National Grass Courts Championship at Tuscaloosa,
Ala.
Purcell, whose only other national title to date is the U. S.
championship in clay court doubles, defeated Chip Hooper of
Sunnyvale, Ca., 9-8, 6-4, 6-4 to claim the singles title at
Tuscaloosa. The championship tournament was played un-
der the best-three-out-of-five format.
This week, Purcell is competing in the International 21-
and-under championships at Shelter Rock, N. Y. He has won
his first three matches in that tourney and will be competing
Wednesday in a round of 16 in the 128-draw meet.
Wednesday's match will pit Purcell, the Ilth seed in the
tournament, against number two seed Bruce Manson. Man-
son was the winner of the U. S. 21-and-under tournament
played last week.
Following the conclusion of the International 21-and-under
this weekend, Purcell will compete in the Canadian Junior
Open Championships in Toronto. He will return to the U. S. to
compete in the U. S. Open Junior Championships at Forrest
Hills, N.Y. beginning September 6.
sports
Miaray Ledger & Times
Gilliam May Not Make It
Back With New Orleans
By The Associated Press
New Orleans Coach Hank
Stram says there's a strong
chance that quarterback Joe
Gilliam won't make it back
with the Saints.
Gilliam was passing during
a practice session Tuesday,
but Stram said he ranks
Gilliam dead last in the four-
man race for the quarterback
job.
That means the former
Pittsburgh Steelers star is apt
Offense Showing Signs
Of Life At Murray State
By JOE TOM ERWIN
Murray State Univ. SID
After a week of football
practice at Murray State
University, Coach Bill
Furgerson says his team's
defense is ahead of offense but
that the offense is showing
signs of life. •
"Mike Dickens (quar-
terback) threw for' a couple
Aouchdowns in a scrimmage
Saturday, and had a good 30-
yard run," Furgerson said,
"and (Austin) Perine
(tailback) also had a pretty
good day. Working on our .
goal-line attack this morning,
we pushed in a couple times
for scores. We've got some
good speed in our backfield
this fall and that's making a
lot of difference in our attack.
And even though we're
scrimmaging our first offense
against our second defense,
the second front four are John-
Farris, Bruce Martin, Chuck
Marquess, and Jeff Parks.
They're all started for us and
they're not easy to move
against."
In addition to Perine, who
transferred last winter from
Gulfsouth Junior College, the
Racers have three good fresh-
men at tailback — Danny Lee
Johnson, of East Prairie, Mo.;
Lindsey Hudspeth of Murray;
and Zach Issacs of Las
Cruces, N. M.
Furgerson said there was
some fierce competition for
starting positions at defensive
tackle. Presently, Jeff Boyd
and Dennis McGee are first
string but they're being
pushed constantly by Martin,
Marquess, and Jeff Gardner.
Martin was picked to the pre-
season, All-Ohio Valley
Conference team. Gardner is
a red-shirt freshman.
Veterans Bill Shannon and
Sam Franklin are running No.
1 at defensive end. Steve
Maxwell, Bobby Craig, and
Willie Wilson are manning the
No. 1 linebacking positions,
but they, too, are getting lots
of competition from Mike
Basiak, David Reagan, and
Tony Boone. Veteran Kevin
Whitfield, who was the No.
middle linebacker, is nursing
a minor knee injury.
The Racers have avoided
serious injury thus far, but
several players are working
with minor injuries which are
hindering their progress.
Murray will open its season
A5ept. 3 at Southeast Missouri.
'Its first home game will be
against Tennessee Tech Sept.
24.
Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
WORLD UNIVERSITY
GAMES
SOFIA, Bulgaria — Tom
Andrews of Los Angeles won
the 400-meter hurdles in a
time of 49.52 seconds in the
final day of track and field
competition at the World
University Games.
The University of Southern
California student edged past
East Germany's Klaus
Schoenberger in the final
strides to win America's third
gold medal in the track and
field events.
The U.S. basketball team
defeateld Cuba 94-78 after a
fight in which center Jim
Bailey of Rutgers was injured
with a broken bottle.
• The fight erupted when the
score was tied at 46.
Afterwards, the Americans
pulled away for an easy
victory.
The U.S. basketball squad




John Osborne hit a home run
and fired a three-hitter with 15
strikeouts, leading El Cajon,
Calif., to a 3-1 victoiy Stier
Hattiesburg, Miss., ' in
opening round action at the
Little League World Series.
In the first game of the 31st
annual tournament, Louis
Rodriguez socked a solo
homer and laced a two-run
double, leading Latin America
to an 8-6 victory over Europe.
ROWING
AMSTERDAM — Single
scullers from the United
States, Ireland and Great
Britian advanced to the
semifinals of the World
Rowing Championships.
Harvard's Gregg Stone
easily won his qualifing heat,
the first event of thetfourth
day of the nine-day regaka.
Sean Drea of Ireland won
with an easy two-length
victory while Great Britain's
Tim Crooks coasted to a one-
length triumph.
YACHTING
NEWPORT, R.I. — The
America's Cup trial race
between Courageous and
Enterprise was halted
because of bad weather and
was rescheduled for today,
weather permitting.
Courageous has a 5-1 record
in the final elimination series
for American boats.
Enterprise is 2-5 while the
Independence is 3-4.
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian SpaghettiSpecial 99With Garlic Bread and V2 price onCombination Salad (with meal) InsideDiningOnly
'Super Special For Kids 1 i
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price 1
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good









This is the LAST WEEK of our Summer Special!
Pagliai's Pizza
Home f fric Rn (
510 Main 753-2975
to be cut or traded by the
National Football League
team.
Stram says he still has faith
in the quarterback, but that
there isn't much time left for
him to make it into form. The
player hasn't made more than
three practices in a row since
the preseason started due to
headaches and nausea
resulting from his withdrawal
from heroin.
Meanwhile, Garo
Yepremian is back, but it
looks as though Roger
Staubach's comeback may be
delayed.
Yepremian, the Miami
Dolphins' placekicker who has
been sidelined with a
hamstring pull , since
Saturday, practiced Tuesday
and kicked well, according to
Coach DoriShula. Bob Griese
returns to his more familiar
role as quarterback and
Yepremian to his regular
kicking job in the Dolphins'
NFL exhibition against
Minnesota Friday night. •
But in Dallas, quarterback
Roger Staubach's hamstring
wasn't healing well. Cowboys
Coach Tom Landry said there
was no better than a 50 per
cent chance he would play in
Saturday's game against
Baltimore.
"It will be difficult to keep
him out of there. He always
tries to hide his injuries," said
Landry.
Elsewhere in the league, the
Baltimore Colts said they'd
retire the venerable No. 19
jersey of Johnny Unitas. in an
Oct. 9 ceremony.
The 'Colts also announced
they'd signed five-year
veteran cornerback Nelson
Muncey to a series of one-year
contracts. Muncey missed the
team's last six games last
year with a knee injury.
The Cincinnati Bengals
moved premier receiver Isaac
Curtis from strong-side
flanker,,to weak-side split end
to give him more pass-
catching opportunities. Coach
Bill Johnson says the move
.could help the Bengals
overcome double coverage by
opponents that held Curtis to a
low of six touchdown
receptions last season.
The Los Angeles Rams
welcomed center Rich Saul
back from retirement by ,
releasing rookie Carson Long
to make room for him on their
roster. Saul had announced his
retirement earlier this month
but changed his mind on
Monday. Long set an NCAA
record at the University of
Pittsburgh for field goal
accuracy. He was an 11th-
round draft choice.
The Kansas City Chiefs cut
free agents Jackie Williams,-a
defensive back, and wide
receiver Jerrald Taylor to
reduce their roster to 58.
Harold Hart, the
Washington Redskins'
acquisition from the New
England Patriots, took to the
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BUFFALO BILLS — Trailed
Donnie Green, offensi%
tackle, to the Philadelphia
Eagles for a future draft
choice.
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— Named Frank McLaughlin
head basketball Coach.
Collapse Not In Minds Of Ph illy
As Win Keeps Them 71/2 Ahead
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
If the Philadelphia Phillies
haven't lost their flair or the
dramatic, they should go into
a slump right about now.
It is one year to the day
since the Phillies saw a
whopping 15'1-game lead
begin to fritter away. It
dwindled down to three games
before they recovered and
won the National League East
by nine games over the
Pittsburgh Pirates. And, of




By D. BYRON YAKE
Associated Press Writer
LATROBE, Pa. tAP) —
Terry Bradshaw marched into
training camp eight years
ago, touted as a man with a
golden arm, tabbed as savior
of the hapless Pittsburgh
Steelers.
Bradshaw has lived up to
the billing as well as anyone
could. He has led the Steelers
out of pro football's wilderness
and helped them win five
division titles and two Super
Bowl championships.
What more could be
expected of this blond cowboy
from Louisiana who loves to
sing, fish, raise cattle — and
play football?
Bradshaw knows: When is
Terry Bradshaw, the hot-shot
quarterback from Louisiana
Tech, going to pass for 3,000
yards, become All-Pro and
finally live up to his ability?
"Everybody is waiting for
me to erupt," Bradshaw said
Tuesday at St. Vincent
College, the Steelers training
camp. "Everybody is waiting
for me to get 3,000 yards and
28 TDs like Kenny Stabler (of
Oakland). But that's not going
to happen. I don't think it can
happen and us win."
Bradshaw guides the
offense, calls the plays. But
the Steelers, under Coach
Chuck Noll, are not a pass-
oriented team. They do not
rely on the pass to win.
And that means Bradshaw
plays a different kind of role
than Stabler or Fran
Tarkenton of Minnesota, who
use the pass as a primary
weapon.
"I'm not the nucleus of this
team," said Bradshaw. "The
defense and the running game
are. It took me a while to get
used to the idea but now I like
it.
"I think it's even more of an
accomplishment to have 50
per cent completions, have
two running "backs run for
1,000 yards and win the Super
Bowl. If they're waiting for
me to erupt ... heck, I may
have erupted five years ago."
the stretch in 1964.
"That doesn't even come to
mind. This is the first time
anyone's ever asked me that
question," Manager Danny
Ozark said following the red-
hot.Thillies' 3-2 triumph over
the Atlanta Braves Tuesday
night. It was their sixth
consecutive victory and 19th
in 20 games and kept them 71/2
games ahead of Pittsburgh ...
their largest lead of the
season.
Elsewhere, the Pirates
edged the San Diego Padres 7-
6, the San Francisco Giants
nipped the Chicago Cubs 4-3 in
13 innings, the St. Louis
Cardinals shaded the Los
Angeles Dodgers 2-1, the
Montreal Expos downed the
Cincinnati Reds 4-2 and the
New York Mets beat the
Houston Astros 2-1.
Greg Luzinski's two-run
single in the first inning and
Mike Schmidt's 31st home run
in the fifth paced the Phillies'
triumph. Overshadowed were
13 strikeouts in eight innings
by Atlanta's Phil Niekro
which gave him a league-
leading 204 for the season and
broke his record of 195 for a
Braves pitcher the team's 12-
year Atlanta history.
Pirates 7, Padres 6
Al Oliver broke a tie in the
bottom of the ninth with a
first-pitch home run off San
Diego relief ace Rollie
Fingers. The Pirates, who had
lost three games in a row,
scored a pair of unearned runs
in the eighth inning to take a 6-
5 ,lead 6ut San Diego's Gene














































92 3 " G•s Saving Radial Construct,on '
Giants 4, Cubs 3
Tim Foli'S run-scoring
single in the 13th inning gave
the Giants their first victory of
the year over the ,Cubs after
eight defeats. With one out in
the 13th, Jack - Clark walked
and stole second and Darrell
Evans also walked before
Foil's soft single.
Cardinals 2, Dodgers I
Bob Forsch pitched a three-
hitter in outdueling Don
Sutton, and Lou Brock drove
in the winning run with a
second-inning single for his
2,800th career hit. The 38-year-
old Brock, who singled and
scored in the first inning, also
stole the 889th base of his
career, leaving him three shy
of the all-time major league
record set by Ty Cobb.
Expos 4, Reds 2
Dave Cash continued his
season-long 4rassault,.. on
Cincinnati with two hits, an
RBI, and two runs scored.
Cash doubled and scored in
the first inning, reached on a
fielder's choice and scored in
the fourth, and drove in an
insurance run with an infield
hit in the ninth. Gary Carter
homered for Montreal's other
run.
Cash has 18 hits in 37 at-bats
against the Reds this season
for an average of .486.
Mets 2, Astros 1
Lenny Randle singled home
Leo Foster with the winning
run in the ninth inning after
the Mets tied the score in the
eighth on Ed Kranepool's
pinch double. Houston scored
in the top of the eighth on
Terry Puhl's double and a
single by.Jose Cruz.
I Floalon Cord Sofia
Fiesten derored 'rem .,-
rnade aranficl fiber — pour d 'or
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Goltz Hurls One-Hit Gem To Lead
Minnesota To Win Over Red Sox
By BARRY W1LNER
AP Sports Writer
"Every pitcher with great
stuff has six or seven games a.
year where they put an quite a
show," said Mirrnesote
Manager Gene Much.
Tuesday night was one of
those games for Twins mound
ace Dave Goltz, who burled a
one-hit, 7-0 gem against the
Boston Red Sox. The triumph
was Goltz' 'third this year
against the Sox, whose fifth
consecutive loss dropRed them
out of first 61ace4 in the
American League's East
Division.
The only hit off Goltz, 16-7,
was a single by Jim Rice in the
fourth-inni.ig. Goltz struck out
10 and walked three in
recording his first` shutout of
the season.
"Those stats sure show how
well he pitched," said Boston
catcher Carlton Fisk. "He's
been tough on us all year. He
!truck Out everybody in the
world."
Glenn Adams had two








I CAN'T 60 THROUGH
WITH IT! 'I'M TOO
qOUNG TO OLE!
Nancy 
/k/NAY I CUT FOUR
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wOUL0111 YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
FOR THE PRJCE OF A R00111
Enjoy your own private villa- at the World's
Most Fiimus Beach. 70 mihutes from
Disney World. We NO bus tours. 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong. Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
• housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
) telephones. TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, Jai
Alai. Auto/Dog Racing.
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A eCtJT IT LATER
I HAVE TO
PACK NOW. •
Lyman Bostock chipped in
with a double and two singles
to spark Minnesota's 14-hit
attark, Rod Carew sacked his
12th home run, extending his
hitting streak to 13 ganfs.
Carew has hit in -30 of his last
32 Contests.
In other American League
games, New York moved into
the East top spot with an 8-3
verdict over Chicago, -Kansas
City remained a game in front
of Minnesota in the West with
a 5-2 triumph ovtr Baltimore,
Milwaukee topped Texas 44,
Detroit defeated California 5-1
and Toronto overwhelmed
Oakland 8-1.
Yankees 8, White Sox 3
Mickey Rivers went 5-for-5
and drove in three runs and
Graig Nettles smacked his
• 30th home run for three more
runs as New York beat
Chicago and edged,,past
Boston in the East.
Mike Torrez,. 15-10,
surrendered 11 hits in
throwing his 14th complete
game as the Yankees took
over first place for the first
time since J31y 10.
NO, BUT IF YOU'D HUM
A FEW BARS, MAYBE
























































































searchingly appendages 49 Short jacket13 Evaluated 32 Choice
16 Morays 34 Chair
19 Sword _36 Balance
21 Obtains 37 Cancels
22 Rugged 38 Cease
mountain 40 More
crest beloved
25 Damages 41 Weird























Royals 5, Orioles 2
The red-hot Royals won
their seventh straight to stay
atop the West. John
May berry 's 20th homer
halved a 2-0 Orioles lead in the
fourth, then George Brett
clouted a three-run shot for his
16th homer of the year.
Jim Colborn, 1,c-12, picked
up the victory with last-





Bobby Locke One Of Four To Be
Inducted To Golf Hall Of Fame
PINEHURST, N.C. (AP) —
Arthur D'Arcy Locke, better
known as Bobby, the first
foreign player to make it big
on the American pro golf tour,
quit a winner in 1956.
Although still at the top of
his game, he packed his bags
— including the game's most
deadly putter — And headed
home for South Africa.
"I was 39 years old," Locke
explained in his very British
accent. "It was growing dark
and I was running out of
petrol."
There was more humor than
accuracy in the account of the
man who pioneered the United
States tour for foreign players
and was one of the first to
point Gary Player toward this
country.
He wasn't completely out of
petrol. Using that peculiar
stance. — lining up far to the
right and seeming to hit over
his left shoulder — Locke won
his fourth British Open title in
1957 and collected the last of
his 80 world-wide titles the
following year.
Now 60, Locke was one of
four men enshrined in the
World Golf Hall of Fame
Tuesday night.
Joining him were England's
John Ball, journalist Herb
Graff is and golf course
architect Donald Ross. Ball
was named by the Hall's Pre-
Modern Era committee. The
other three were selected by
the Golf Writers Association of
America. The four brought to
30 the membership in the Hall
of Fame.
Locke and Graffis, 84, were
present for the induction
ceremonies. Ross and Ball are
deceased.
Locke, generally regarded
as the best putter the game -
has known, came to the United
States in 1947 and was an
inunediate success. He won
seven titles that year —
competing against such
American stars as Sam Snead,
Ben Hogan, Byron Nelson and
Jimmy Demaret — and was
second on the money winning
list.
Although a four-time winner
of the British Open (1949,1950,
1952 and 1957), he failed to
collect any of the major titles
in the United States. He was
third in three U.S. Opens,
however, and really wasn't too
disappointed about it.
"As my dear old dad told
me, if you won all the
tournaments, the world
wouldn't go around," he said.
Locke, who still competes in
the British Open and will play
In the 8250,000 Hall of Fame
Classic beginning Thursday,
was attired in tie, jacket and
knickers for a practice round
over the No. 2 course at the
Pinehurst Country Club.
He recalled that Player
"beat me for the first time 22
years ago. I told him, 'Gary,
you must go to America to see
If you have a limit to your
ability.' Six months later he
was playing lathe Masters."
•Graffis, who with Ross was
named to the Distinguished
Service category of the Hall of
Fame, started his journalistic
career with Chicago Golfer
magazine in 1922. He was a co-
founder and former president
of both the Golf Writers
Association and the National
Golf Foundation.
Ross was credited with
designing or building 200 golf
courses and redesigning and
or rebuilding 600 others.























Wol IH-shed stock. Chambered for all 21/4" and 3" shells. o. no I 32:
Marlin Mag. Pump Shotgun 642.': . 174.44
DOVE SEASON
OPENS
CHOICE OF 12, 20 or .410 GA. In8
WE TRADE GUNS
WINCHESTER
CHOICE OF 12 or 20 GA.
Walnut checkered stock. r,153 6
Winchester 1200 Vent Rib 29: e
!Full, Mod and Imp CO!). 
241200 PUMP SHOTGUN







Automatic elector. Reg. or youth
size Shoos 2'," or 3" shells
Winchester 37A Shotgun 12,
20 or 410 Go 58 88
CHOICE OF 12 or 20 GA. •
this piece virtually three guns in one. Walnut checkered stock. outs 6
Three interchangeable screw in chokes (Full, Mod. and Imp. Cyl.) make
1400 AUTOMATIC 168..




Gas operated. Auto-loading, 5 shot. Receiver has scroll








Ouoil, 12, 16 or 20
Go. 88. 0.1i,3 176 5
Remington Mohawk, 12
or 20 Go. 88 -5 1,6 :
Super X 2.1/s" .110 Ga.




.410 go 3-inch, Rem-
ington Mohawk,',
e e • 3.61 Sox
Camouflage Suit — Coat and
ponts of lightweight drillfabric. ,
64 5'74 5 11.17
.Camovflagis Coveralls
64 579 9 530 14.44
CarnOuflogis Dove Vest,Robbor•
iced game bog. Extra large' shell
pockets. 64 417 .1 9 7.91
Camouflage Cap 44 vs 047
Shell Bolt 1.77
Sale Prices Good Through Saturday At Over 600 Stores Throtrihout this South and Southwest.




512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To limit Quantities
BRAUNSCHWEIGER . . . lb. 79 Ch
Swift Proten 14.
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Prisoners May Be Paroled
FRANKFORT, Ky. API
There is a light at the end of
the tunnel for 14 prisoners in
Kentucky institutions -
asurneday theY may be paroled.
Up to now they have been
Serving life sentences without
parole. Gov. Julian Carroll
has signed an order allowing
the possihility of eventual
freedom.
. Andrew Palmer, the
governor's chief counsel, said
Tuesday that each iumate still
is subject to decisions by the
Kentucky Pardon and Parole
Board under usual
proceduies.
The governor's office said
the action ended two years of
research and review. .
It saiiithe review was begun
"to clear up certain inequities
caused by U.S. Supreme Court
death penalty rulings."
Another reason, the office
said, is because when the
legislature enacted the new
Kentucky Penal Code, it
decided that life without
parole should not be imposed
for any crime in the state.
At the request of Carroll's
office, ail 33 prisoners now
serving life without parole
were interviewed and
evaluated by the parole board,
which -recommended '14 for
commutation.
The governor's office said
the 33 inmates have been
confined an average of 10
years - one for more than 25
years.
It said the group represents
under 1 per cent of the state's
convict population of 3,727.
The 14 inmates whose
sentences were commuted
average 48 in age and have
spent an average of 19 years in
prison. All are inmates at the
Kent State Penitentiary at




terms of some prisoners on
death row to life -without
parole on individual merits.
lie said that when the
Supreme Court later
overturned the_death penalty,
all other prisoners under
capital punishment
automatically were com-




worth of commutation from
death sentences were left with
harsher sentences than those
whose death terms were
overturned by the court.
Carroll said, "I believe we
have foiind the humane
solution."
Here is a list of the prisoners
whose sentences have been
commuted, their ages, the
county to which they were
committed to prison, the date
of commitment and the
Sherman Boles, 59, Clark,-
Jan. 24, 1952, rape.
.Stanley Briggs, 66, Pike,
Feb. 24, 1962, rape.
James A. Dickerson, 33,
Christian, March 21, 1963,
rape.
Donald C. Dobbins, 42,
Jefferson, June 14, 1957, rape.
Charles C. Faught, 56,
Daviess, Oct. 1, 1948, rape.
Everette A. Ford, 46,
Jefferson, June 24, 1955, rape.
Rudolph Hamilton, 36,
Meade, July 8, 1964, murder.
_Jeans"- 63;
Jefferson, Jan. 28, 1954, rape.
Theodore C. Lewis, 56,
Jefferson, Dec. 19, 1953, rape.
Hassie C. Martin, 52,
Fayette, Feb. 9, 1961, willful
murder.
William B. Mitchell! 35,
Fayette, Feb. 15, 1962, rape.
Herbert R. L. Reado, 39,
Fayette, June 6, 1958, rape.
Aaron Rullerford, 40, Todd,
July 15, 1958, rape.
Johnnie Smith Jr., 42,
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New 10 Quart Model
Holds 9 Cans, Available
, In Red or Blue
SPECIAL
















Which will start Monday, Aug. 29th
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Jim Adams is pleased to be able to actively sup-
port the "Tiger" Band. The Murray High band is
one which all of us can be proud of. A lot of hard
work has gone into the band and it's support
Parents, teachers, students, and interested in-
dividuals have made the band.
Joe Sills, band director, is deserving of the ad-
miration and support of the community. The
"Tiger" Band is a tribute to his professionalism.
Jim Adams is proud to be a part of the Murray-





PLUS SPEC/ -II. 1(1' OFF COI PriN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
9 A.M. 6 P.M.
PRICES GOOD THRU TUESDAY
AUGUST 30, 1977
quantity rights reserved.
WE ACCEPT U.S.D.A. FOOD STAMPS.
Pleaserg
It's THE TOTAL ON THE
TAPE THAT COUNTS!"
WIN. . . Free Cash
Bankroll!
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MARS CANDY SIZE•6 PK
M & M's • ALMOND - SNICKER Q QC
3 MUSKETEERS. MILKY WAY Ea OU
BIG CHIEF
Peanut Butter i.E s 1"
KRACKLIN







IT'S THE TOW ON THE TAPE
THAT COUNTS AT JIM
ADAMS!
























TO HELP THE MURRAY HIGH BAND




ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE
MURRAY HIGH "TIGER" BAND!
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Mr. Pat Wicker, a retired
employe of the Tappan
Company, died Tuesday at
7:10 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital at
the age of 64.
Mr. Wicker is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Vermal Wicker,
of the home address; a
daughter, Mrs. Dale Bar-
bara Barnett, Rt. 6; a son,
Gary Wicker, Rt. 1, Alino: and
two grandsons, Michael and
Keith Wicker, Rt. 1, Almo..
Funeral services_ for Mr.
Wicker, a menibeevatreintri-:
Grove Baptist Church, will be
held Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home.
Officiating at the services will
be the Rev. Calvin Wilkins and
the Rev. W. A. Farmer. Burial
will be in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Members of the Steadfast
Sunday School Class of the
Elm Grove Church will serve
as honorary pallbearers.
Friends may call at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral




Mrs. Cora Lee McSwain
Jackson of Route Two,
• Puryear, Tn., died Mdnday at
7:20p. m. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris, Tn.
She was 89 years of age and
the wife of James Ernest
Jackson who died in 1936..
The deceased was a retired
employee of the American
Can Company, Maywood, Ill.
She was a member of the
Pur'yea r Baptist Church. Born
November 19, 1887, in Henry
County, she was the daughter
of the late William Adney
McSwain and Sarah Hen-
derson McSwain.
Mrs. Jackson was preceded
in death by two half sisters,
Mrs. Cordie Brockwell and
Ms._ Vera LaFever, a half
brother, Charlie McSwain,
four brothers, John, Elvis,
Geergeand Mancil McSwain.
and three grandchildren.
She is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Helen Priddy,
Bellwood, Ill., Mrs. Glen
(Marie) Gamlin, Puryear,
Tn., and Mrs. Thomas
(Clarice) Duncan, Route Two,
Puryear, Tn.; step daughters.
Mrs. Thelma Paschall,
Tucson, Ariz.; one son, Bonnie
Jackson, East Brunswick, N.
J.; one sister, Mrs. Mary




The funeral will be held
Thursday at four p. m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with the
Rev. H. D. Hudson officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will
follow in the Mt.. Zion
Cemetery near Puryear, Tn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Hog Market '
Federal State Market News Service
August 24,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations+
Receipts: Act. 609 Est. 545 Barrows &
Gihs steady Sows steady .50 lower
US 1-2 209-2301bs... 145.25-45,50 few 45.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 945.00-45.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs , 944.25-4500
US 3-4 260-280 its
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
US 1-3 300-500 lbs
US 1-3500450 its
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.









Mrs. Julia Frank of Barlow,
mother of Dr. James H. Frank
of Murray, died Tuesday at
5:05 p. m. at Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.
She was 73 years of age and
a member of the Barlow
United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Frank is survived by
one son, Dr. Frank, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Margaret
Dodson and Mrs. Lucy Tan-
ner, Barlow, and Mrs. Laura
Stewart, LaCenter; two
grandchildren.
Funerse- zs,-. will be
held Thursday at 2:30 p. rn. at
the chapel of the Jones
Funeral Home, Barlow, with
the Rev. George McKelv.•
officiating. Burial will follow
in the BarloW Cemetery.





Carl Anderson, Sr., father of
Buford 'Anderson of Mirray,
died Monday at 2:45 p. m. at
the Obion County General
Hospital, Union City, Tn. He
was 79 years of age and a
resident of Arlington Route
Two.
The deceased was a native
of the Berkley community,
was a retired carpenter a
veteran of World War I. and a
member of the Meeting
House.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Oma Thomasdn An-
derson; two daughters, Mrs.
Lou Etta Sweet, Arlington,
and Mrs. Peggy Sue
Nieschlag, Metamore, Ill.; six
sons. Gordon of Benton,
Buford of Murray, James and
Amos of St. Louis, Mo., Clay of
Columbus, and Danny of
Bardwell; twelve grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Milner .Funeral
Home, Bardwell, with the
Rev. Paul Geveden of-
ficiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
F. A. Thomason, William
Carter, Bennett Thomason,
Burley Mathis, Buddy
Thomason, and Roy Gene




Funeral services for 'George
T. Harmon will be help Friday
at 10:30 a. m. at the chapel of
the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Bro. John Dale
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral nome after three p. m.
Thursday.'
Mr. Harmon, age 87, died
Monday at 8:50 a. m. at the
City Hospital at Akron, Ohio.
He was a- former resident of
Calloway County and a former
member of the Green Plain
Church of Christ. but now was
a member of the Thayer
Church of Christ, Akron. He
was born September 20, 1889,
in Calloway County.
















The Rev. Eura A. Mathis,
retired minister of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
'Church, died Tuesday at 3:15
p. m. at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was 71
years of age and a resident of
1413 Main Street, Benton.
Rev. Mathis retired about
1969 as a teacher in the Mc-
Cracken and Marshall County
Schools. He was a past
executive secretary of the
Kentucky Synod of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, a member of the
Mayfield Presbytery of the
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, and of the Alford
Masonic Lodge.
Born August 21, 1906, he was
the son of the late Robert
Kelly Mathis and Ella Warren
Mathis.
. He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Beulah Gordon Mathis,
Benton; two sons, J. W.
Mathis, Columbia, S. C., and
Joe Mathis, Murray; two
sisters, Mrs. Gennetta
Harrison and Mrs. Grace
Hopkins, Hardin Route One;
five grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at two p. m. at
the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church with the
Rev. Bert Owens, Jr., of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Unity Cemetery.
Masonic rites will be con-
ducted tonight (Wednesday )
at eight p. m. at the chapel of
the 1.inn Funeral Home,
Benton, where friends may
call until the funeral hour.
Strikers Receive
Suspended Terms
ELKTON, Ky. AP —
Three striking members of the




connection with a picket line
disturbance at the Elkton Die
Casting Co.
City Judge Pro-tern Hugh
King also ordered fines of
$107.50 each for Daniel
Bryant, John Sanford and Joe
Johnson.
Bryant, in addition, was
fined $57.50 on a charge of
carrying a concealed weapon.
Police Chief Jim Cullen, who
filed the charge, said Bryant
was carrying a padded night
stick.
The charges stem from an
incident April 25 when Lonnie
Gibson; a non-striking
employe, claimed he was
beaten while trying to cross
the picket line.
The Auto Workers struck
April 20 in a dispute over
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Brandenburgh Denies Allegations Scuba Diving
Course To
Of Harassment By State Police Be Offered
(Continued From Page Onei
Carroll said the President
asked for the Kentuckians'
support„ saying he needed
- their help in getting the
information to the American
people.
Carter spent about 15
minutes at the meeting, which
was , also attended by
Mississippi Gov. Cliff Finch
and a delegation of Mississippi
officials and civic leaders.
Walt Duka, associate White
House press secretary, said
the two-hour session.,,, was
"part of our effort to inform
people about the facts of the
treaties."
Duka said there may be
similar sessions for other
state and local officials.
-There may be other briefings
but none is scheduled at the
moment," he said.
Administration sources,
meanwhile, said there are
tentative plans to sign the
treaties in Washington early
next month. The canal
negotiations concluded two
weeks ago.
One of the treaties would
yield control of the Avaterway
to Panama by the year 2000.
The second treaty guarantees
the permanent neutrality of
the canal and gives the United
States the right to defend tat
neutrality.
The treaties have been
opposed by foreign policy




convention of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars went on record
Tuesday as opposing the
Weeeements..
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Allegations that striking coal
miners in Stearns, Ky., have
been harassed by State Police
are, untrue and cannot be
substantiated, State Police
Commissioner Ken
Brandenburgh has told a
legislative subcommittee.
Brandenburgh appeared
before the Interim Joint
Committee on Labor and
Industry Tuesday to reply to
accusations made to the
committee last month by
representatives of the United
Mine Workers union.
Miners at the Stearns Coal
Co. mine, owned by Blue
Diamond Coal Co. of
Knoxville, Tenn., voted for
UMW representation in March
1976 and then voted to strike in
July 1976.
Brandenburgh denied three
specific allegations made by
the UMW: —That State Police
showed favoritism by
escerting local company
personnel through picket lines
to their offices at the Justus
mine.
Brandenburgh said the
escort was mandated 'by a
circuit court order.
--That State Police respond
to requests for help from the
company but not from miners
or union organizers.
-There has not been a single
request we have not
responded to," he said. The
charge is "not founded and
cannot be substantiated."
—That pickets were
harrassed by State Police.
Brandenburgh said some
allegations of harrass-
ment were based on
misunderstanding. He cited
an instance where some
arrested miners were placed
in a patrol car, and the officer
turned the air conditioner on,
leaving them in the car. The
miners charged that the
trooper deliberately turned on
the car heater. Brandenburgh
said the auto air conditioning
unit had broken and was
simply blowing out air but not
cooling it.
Brandenburgh said the
UMW's allegations of physical
harassment by State Police
involved one instance where a
suspect was attempting to
escape from jail, and another
instance when a Striking
miner threatened to kill a
state trooper.
Secretarial Course To
Be Offered At MSU
A special evening course,
designed for professional
secretarial development,
again will be offered at
Murray State University
during the coming fall
semester, Dr. Jules Harcourt,
chairman of the Department
of Business Education and
Management, has announced.
This course, listed as -
"Professional Secretarial
Development, CPS Review I,"
will be offered Thursdays




It will cover one-half of the
material content for the
Certified Professional
Secretary examination, and
will be team taught under the
direction of Dr. LaVerne C.
Ryan, an assistant professor
in the department, Dr. Har-
court said,
The examination's
remaining contents will be
covered in "Professional
Secretarial Development,
CPS Review to be offered
during the spring, 1978,
semester.
Tuition for the three-credit-
hour course will be $54 per
semester, or $18 per credit
hour, or $108 for the complete
review of the CPS
examination requirements.
Both sections of the course
may be taken for graduate or
undergraduate credit on a
pass-fail basis.
"This is a secretarial review
for anyone who wants it, and
enrollment is not limited to
members of the National
Secretaries Association," Dr.
Harcourt emphasized, adding,
"nor will anyone taking it be
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Kentucky Lake, 7 a.n) 356.3.
Below dam 301.3, down 0.3.
Below dam 305.7, down 0.9.
Sunset 7:38 p.m Sunrise
„6:21 a.m. '
because they took the course."
Admission forms may be
obtained by writing or calling
the registrar's office at the
university, and it is suggested
that admission applications be
filed immediately in order to
assure that there will be
sufficient students to justify
the offering of the course.
' Based on an analysis of
secretarial work, with em-
.phasis on judgment, un-
derstanding and ad-
ministrative ability gained
through education and work
experience, the secretarial
course will review such
business areas as:
Environmental relation-
ships in business;" business
and public policy; economics
of management; financial
analysis and the mathematics
of business; communications





WINCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
The Winchester City Council
has voted to request the
Bluegrass Area Development
District to recommend a
temporary replacement for
City Manager Neil Hansen,
who was seriously injured in a
motorcycle crash near
Denver, Colo.
Mayor Carroll Ecton said
Tuesday after the council
meeting the city probably
would be without a manager
for at least a week before the
Bluegrass ADD sent a
temporary replacement.
Hansen was reported in
satisfactory condition
Tuesday in a Denver hospital,
where he was recuperating
from arm and leg fractures.
He was a passenger on the
motorcycle driven by Robert
Worthington, who was killed
when they struck a truck
head-on Saturday in a curve
on a mountain road.
The body of Worthington,
formerly of Berea, was to be




expected to take two months.
Congratulations to Dr. and
Mzs. Constantine Curris on the
bah of their daughter, Elena
Diana, Tuesday at the War







Both mother and daughter
are reported to be doing just
fine.
The youngster is the first
*child for the Curris' who were
omidmoedartsr;..n,







Rep. J. R. Gray, D-Benton,
asked Brandenburgh whether
it was possible "that some of
your subordinates may have
whitewashed the reports that
get to you?"
Brandenbursh said that was
not the case He said he was
confident in the men assigned
'to McCreary County and
praised State Police for
remaining calm under intense
verbal abuse and continuing
gunfire.
Brandenburgh told the
committee there have been 43
incidents of violence since
Jan. 1, but that there have
been no new instances of
violence since McCreary
Circuit Judge J. B. Johnson
Jr. issued a new injunction,
effective Monday, limitingi
pickets and the kinds of'
weapons which security'
guards hired by the company
are allowed to carry.
Representatives ,,of Blue
Diamond also appeared
before the committee to
discuss the labor dispute at
Stearns. Brandenburgh asked
that it be noted in the record
that the appearance of State
Police officials on the same
agenda with company officials
was purely coincidental.
Though UMW spokesmen
have said safety was the key
issue in the dispute, company
officials denied that.
Allen R. Blevins, Blue
Diamond personnel director,
said the safety issue "has
never consumed even a
substantial portion of any
negotiating session."
He charged that the UMW
has failed to engage in
meaningful negotiations and
has continued to take a "no-
compromise approach."
Blevins said both sides are
in substantial agreement
about wages, but disagree on
health coverage, the length of
the contract, arbitration




about safety violations and




president, said the mine is
"not any more unsafe than the
average mine," but that it is
gassy. He said he could not
compare safety conditions at
the Stearns mine and at Blue
Diamond's Scotia mine in
Letcher County, where 26 men
were killed in two methane
gas explosions last year.
However, Thomas said one
problem during the Justus
strike is that electricity has
been cut off several times, so
that the company is unable to
operate fans to ventilate the
mine.
Thomas told the committee
the mine would be operated
"under the laws of the state of
Kentucky and the federal
government."
A scuba diving basic cer-
tification course will be
available at Murray State
University for five weeks this
fall as a continuing education
offering.
Besides national cer-
tification by the Professional
Association of Diving In-
structors, the course also
provides five continuing
Education Units (CEUs) for
each participant through the
Center for Continuing
Education on the campus.
Beginning Sept. 6, classes
will meet for two hours each
Tuesday and Thursday
evening through Oct. 6 in the
Carr Health Building. Five-
hour pool sessions are
scheduled at the university
pool in the Carr Health
Building on Saturday mor-
nings, Sept. 10, 17, and 24, and
Oct. 1. Open water check-out
diving is. scheduled at the
completion of the course the
weekend of Oct. 8.
Instructors will be Ross
Meloan and Tim Mauck,
assisted by Robert Jones.
Registration is scheduled
Thursday, Sept. 1, at 6 p. m. in
Room S-104 of the Applied
Science Building at Murray
State.
Additional information
about the scuba diving course
may be obtained by visiting or
calling: Ross Meloan, Student
Development Office, Ordway
Hall, Murray State Univer-
sity, telephone (502) 762-6831.
Five Evening Courses To Be
Offered By College At MSU
Five evening courses,
scheduled basically for the
convenience of individuals
employed in West Kentucky
industries, will be offered
during the fall semester by the
College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State
University.
Each class will meet one
night weekly from 6 to 9 p. m.
in the Applied Science
Building.




Systems (EIT 383). It will
meet Tin Mondays, beginning
Aug. 29 in Room C102, With
members of the staff handling







of heating and cooling air.
The other will be Production
Planning and Control ( EIT
592), to be taught by John
Farrell, former manager of
manufacturing services at the
Tappan plant in Murray, in
Room S101. It emphasizes
qualitative aspects and the
interlocking factors affecting
human performance and the
utilization of facilities,
machines and materials.
The other three courses are:
Water Quality Engineering
( EIT 3971 will be taught on
Tuesdays, beginning Aug. 30
in Room S104. To be taught by
Dr. Thomas R. Begley, it
deals with water purification
principles.
Industrial Safety (EIT 392)
will be taught on Wednesdays,
beginning Aug. 31 in Room
S101, and will be taught by Dr.
George Nichols. It will cover





(EIT 550) will meet Thur-
sdays, beginning Sept. 1 in
Room SI01, and will be taught
by Dr. Marvin Mills. It will
present an examination of
physical hazards in the work




of the Department of
Engineering and Industrial
Technology, each of the
courses may be used for un-
dergraduate credit, and
registration May be ac-
complished at the first class
meeting.
The tuition is $60 for three
semester hours of credit, and
the two 500-level courses may
be applied toward graduate
credit, he said. For additional
information, he may be
contacted by 762-3393.
Hope For Small Towns
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
three families in Berry's Lick,
Ky., can breathe a little
easier. So can the folks in
Devil's Elbow, Mo.; Zap,
N.D.; and Intercourse, Pa.
The Postal Service wants to
let America's small towns
keep their identity even if it
closes their post offices to
save tax dollars.
Under the proposal, due, to
take effect in 30 days,
residents of towns whose post
offices are closed can in
virtually all cases receive
mail addressed to their
hamlets.
And the communities will
still be listed in the Directory
of Post Offices, often used as a
reference book for place
names.
The proposed regulations,
published in today's Federal
Register, outline the steps to
be taken in closing a post
office. The public has 30 days
to comment before the
proposal becomes final.
One postal official noted,
"People in rural America are
worried that if they lose the
post office, they also will lose
community identity."
Deputy Postmaster General
William F. Bolger said mliny
small town residents "believe
that it is like being taken off
the map. So if we close a post
office, we will do everything ,
we can to maintain
community identity."
One example of a
community whose post office
loses money is Berry's Lick.
The Postal Service says the
facility, which serves only
three families, brought in only
$37.67 last year while running
up expenses of more than
$4,000. Berry's Lick can be
served by a rural delivery
route, which could provide
mail service at a saving to the
nation's taxpayers.
The Postal Service says it
expects some local opposition
anytime it wants to close a
post office. But resentment
usually dies down after
residents become used to the
change, officials say.— —
Postmasters' organizations
oppose office closings, which
force the local postmaster to
quit his job or move.
Bolger promised "to go to
any extreme to make our
actions as easy as possible on
the lives of our employes."
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Swedish Heritage Thrives In Murray
By ANN UDDBERG
Thage *Uddberg has been
cooking or helping others
learn to make his favorite
dishes almost all his life. His
memorable early experience
was when as a youngster in
Sweden he stole eggs from a
neighbor's chicken house to
make a cake for his mother.
Since that time his only lar-
ceny has involved stealing
recipes, and those were
11 usually given generously.
At home during his for-
mative years he observed his
mother and sisters carefully
as they prepared the daily
meals. These observations.
were invaluable to him, when
at the age of 21 he began a new
life in a new country. He tried
to recreate the tastes of home
for himself and the four other
young Swedes with whom he
shared an apartment in
Chicago. They all took turns
feeding each other. Thage was
always assigned to "do" the
fish. Fish was plentiful, too,
because one of the roommates
worked in a fish market.
After his marriage, some
years later, he helped his
American wife learn to do
some of his favorite foods, but
he always made the Swedish
pancakes on Sunday mornings
before church for their two
children, Jill and Jack. There
were times when even such an
experienced cook had trouble
keeping up with those two
healthy appetites.
Today in Barrington, Ill.,
Jill's husband, Bert, can be
found on Sunday mornings
making the almost crepe-like
Swedish pancakes for his two
children, who have a
delightful time in the kitchen
sharing little jokes and
chatting with their father
while he cooks just for them,.
Erik, 9, will soon be tall
enough to learn to handle the
iron griddle on which the
pancakes are made.
In Murray, son Jack, can be
found making the famous
pancakes for his wife and any
company they may have.
Even Thage enjoys having his
son take over for him at the
stove, occasionally.
In 1961 Thage married the
former Robbie Jones, a career
school teacher who was born
and raised in Lynn Grove.
Robbie is an accomplished•
cook in her own right, so she
learned very quickly under
Thage's tutelage to master
many of the fainily favorites.
She is always in charge of
Swedish meatballs on
Christmas Eve. Last year she




Jill, and Jack, as well as a
number of Chfc;,go friends to
the Kentucky Lake region.
They vacationed at various
state lodges for a number of
years before buying their own
cottage. When it came time to
think of retirement the lake
seemed a natural choice. They
lived in their home in
Kenianna for a year in 1973
and then moved into their
present home on Blair Street
in Murray. They still enjoy
visiting at the lake and
spending as much time there
as they can, but living in
Murray is more convenient.
Today Thage enjoys put-
tering in his yard, his first
since he was a boy in Sweden,
the Murray State football
games, and various home
improvement projects for
himself and relatives. Thage
feels that anyone can learn to
cook by just observing
someone who is very %good,
sampling very carefully, and
by trying to do it yourself.
Consequently he does not use
cookbooks, himself, but un-
derstands that some of us are
not so confident.
All of his favorite foods are
not Swedish. He enjoys pizza,
spaghetti and meatballs,
Southern fried chicken,
custard pie, fried apple pies,
and various Chinese dishes
Jack makes. He does miss the
potato fed pork of his native
Sweden, the giant fresh
blueberries, and fresh fish. He
has made occasional trips
home to Sweden to indulge his
appetite, visit family, and
•refine his own recipes.
Today he shares some of his
most successful Swedish
recipes tha4can he recreated





'2 lb. dried yellow peas,
soaked overnight and drained
1 medium onion, diced
1 lb. chopped cooked ham plus
hambone if possible
or
2 lbs. boiled spare ribs
3 or 4 potatoes, cuced
salt & pepper to taste
a small bit of sugar
2 or 3 diced carrots may be
added for color
Murrayf Ledger & Times
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• Smart fashion colors
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$4 Mon.-Thurs.
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cook the peas and onions
together until onion and peas
are tender, several hours.
This should be done in a large
kettle with enough water to
cover. -
Add the chopped ham or
spare ribs, potatoes, and
carrots if desired. Cook until
vegetables are soft. Salt,
pepper to taste and add a
small bit of sugar. Serve hot.
May be reheated for an even
better flavor. Serve with rye
crisp type crackers. ••
Swedish Pancakes






Beat the eggs, add the milk
and beat again. Add the flour
gradually and beat well. Add
the salt and sugar. Melt the
butter on the griddle and add
it gradually to the batter.
Bake the pancakes on a hot
round iron griddle, one at a
time using about one-third c.
of the batter per pancake. The
secret is in tilting and swirling
the batter to cover the entire
surface of griddle with very
light coating of batter. Cook.
the pancake until bumps rise
in the center and the edges
curl slightly. Flip and cook the
other side for only one minute.
The pancakes should be pale,
not browned. Fold in half and
.place on tray in oven until
enough are made to -serve. To
serve roll and serve with
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Christmas Meatballs
1 lb. ground beef
1 lb. ground veal
1 lb. ground pork
3 slices white bread
1 c. light cream
1 egg
3 T. parsley flakes
1'7 t. salt
t. ginger
Dash pepper and nutmeg
one-third c. instant minced
onion or 12 c. chopped onion,
sauted.
Grind meats together three
times, or have butcher do it
for you. Soak instant onion
until soft and drain. Soak
bread in the cream. Add egg to
the bread and beat with an
electric mixer. Add onion,
parsley, and spices to bread
mixture and mix well. Add the
meat mixture to the cream a
little at a time mixing well
after each addition. Beat at
high speed until light and
fluffy. Chill meat mixture for
a couple of hours. Using wet
hands roll into balls about the
size of a large melon ball.
Brown these in butter, shaking
the pan to keep the balls
round. Cook only a few balls at
a time, browning them only.
Remove balls to a 2 quart pot.
Stir 3 T. flour into drippings.
Add 1 can beef broth and 1 c.
water. Season to taste with
salt and pepper. If gravy gets
too thick thin with water.
Strain gravy over meatballs
and simmer for 30 minutes.
If meatballs are to be used-
for appetizers remove the
balls to a jelly-roll pan filled
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degrees for 30-35 minutes.
Turn occasionally for even
heating and serve in chafing
dish.
Flaskpankaka








3 slices salt pork
Cut pork into Small pieces
and place in 8x12 pan. Slip
under broiler to brown while
mixing the batter. Beat eggs,
salt, sugar, together. Add milk
and flour alternately. Pour
this mixture into hot pan with
pork pieces that have been
browned. Bake in hot, 425
degrees oven for about 20
minutes until it fluffs and
lightly browns. Serve with




1•2 c. dried apples
c. dried peaches
'2 c. dried apricots
1 stick cinnamon
2 qts. water (or 1 qt. water & 1
qt. grape juice)
Sugar to taste
'2 c. Minute tapioca
Mix above ingredients in
large kettle. Cook for at least 1
hour or until fruits have
plumped nicely. This soup
may be served hot or cold as
an appetizer or as a dessert. It
too gets better as it sits for a
couple of days.
Frankly, we thought this was a
pretty say gadget. Until we tried
it. tt works! Salad drier from
France spins lettuce dry in
seconds by centrifugal force -
the lid slots into the inner con-
tainer and water (a surprisiAg
amount) is thrown off through
the apertures and gathers in the
outer shell for you to pour off.
Perfect for salad or dry your let-
tuce in batches; it's very quick to
operate. AN plastic construction.
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Panhogrepler
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Sliced Bologna 241 89'
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go Expires Aua 30th Expires Aug 30thr
511111111111111111ZZ:111111111111111111Coi
 Ir,VIP9[(OST (OUR COUPON CV(4,0 !II[COST CUTTER COUPON rliroSt (Utile (OUPON1CVINICOST (Utile COU
WWII NATURAL RAVINE
Ice Cream rtL1.$1 59
INITTERNIWI
Pillsbury Biscuits %PAIN.  9
KROGER 111011110111AlLY WRAPPED 1 2,10:: 999American Cheese food 
00",


















with this coupon and 510.00 purchase excluding items prohibited by
IMMI to applicable taxes. 1.117111 One Expires Aug. 30th.
law and in oddifion to the cost of the coupon merchandise Subiect
:1 11111111111111111
KROGER
Fruit Cocktail  P) lioz Q94A CAR 1,
OD MONTE an






 CAP'N CRUNCH ":;:ka




= El.!. 79C :I= 21st. 6
IM box
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1,7 COLGATE 7:4; 79c
r• TOOTHPASTE NIGN▪ with this coupon limit one Expires Aug 30th.
1715/1e7::"—i 1.1.4AThe Charlie BrewsAss;rii4 hovers 2 Lemon or Clardy 2 . or Kraft 6 Stith =11 WORTH 504 OFF =











1 lb. 57c°lb = Pki•
:To with this coupo 
Expires 







ARGARINE == olOor ior = DICTIONARY
NESCAFE =
a=
;:a INSTANT COFFEE F.
a= with this coupon. limit one
=:1 Egares Aug. =
erimimmiumal!




Nom on Sale 
Volumes 2 Owe I 
P.
EXCEPT FROM MIDNION I






















4. PIG! 3$ Tilt MUSIAT. Ky., Mtn 24, 1977
;••
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Ket Madisonville Morehead Murray-Mayfield Owe/1ton 
LOUISV1110
 WKAS 25 Pikeville  WKPI 22
W1038 53 Somerset  VVKSO 79
WCVN 54
WKZT 23 TRANSLATORS
WKIIIA 35 Barbourville 12
WKLE 4$ Boston-Butler 64
WIOAJOIS Cowan Creek-Eolia  9
WKNIA 35 Falmouth 56
WICAIR 39 Louisa
WIOAU 21 Pineville  8
NIKON 52 INhitasburg es
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL
TV•600 COOPER DR..










6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lord Fauntle-
roy" Cedric arrives in England.
(Captioned) (R. from Sun.)
' 7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 A CHAT WITH
COUNTRY MUSIC ARTIST
DOC WILLIAMS Doc Williams,
a veteran of country music, tells
the story of his career.
8:00/7:00 ARLO GUTHRIE
AND PETE SEEGER IN CON-
CERT Two of America's most
famous folk singers appear to-
gether in concert.
9:00/8:00 HARRY S. TRU-
MAN: PLAINSPEAKING Actor
Ed Flanders recreates President
Harry Truman in this brilliant
solo performance of the out-
spoken former president.
10:00/9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: POLDARK In the
blazing climax of this final epi-
sode, Ross goes to Trenwith to
confront George for the last






















9:00/8:00 EVENING AT POPS
"Itzhak Perlman" perhaps the
best known violinist of his gen-




Lunch" Focusing on the Sugiura
family, Japanese caterers since
World War II, this film docu-
ments the daily experiences and
relationships of the 11-member
household in downtown Tokyo.
11:00/10:00 WOMAN "Lois.









2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: FRENCH CLASSIC
FILMS "Grand Illusibn" French
aviators plot their escape from
a German prison camp during
World War I in this tense drama
by Jean Renoir. (R. from Sat.)
4:00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC-
TIVE ON THE NEWS (Final
show in the series)
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL
"The Black Presence: A Matter





6:00/5:00 CASTLE ON THE
CUMBERLAND This produc-
tion by Murray State University
looks at Kentucy's maximum
security facility at Eddyville.
6:30/5:30 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW IR. from
Fri.)
7:00/6:00 WALL STREET
WEEK (R. from Fri.)
7:30/6:30 SOMETHING PER-
SONAL "Not Together Now"
This program examines the end-
ing of a marriage.
8:00/7:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: FRENCH CLASSIC
FILMS "400 Blows" The mov-
ing story of a young boy re-
iected by society. Not lowed at
home and unwanted at school,
Ira sinks into a private and fugi-
tive existence that leads to re-form school.
10:00/9:00 BLUEGRASS
I Free for the Asking!
write .
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE




(Your purchase price up to
$1.00 refunded by mail) flue
Pots!
With proof
of purchase 31 302 2 22100 2




/Buy PRESTONE Mtlfreeze.Coolont PLUS PRESTONE 10 Minutes
Radiator Flush. Send us the purchase proofs mentioned
below, and we'll refund your total purchase price (up to
$100) on the 10 Minute lator Flush.
• PRESTONE II AntNeeze-inner liner from lug cap.
• PRESTONE 10 Minute Radiator Flush-cash register receipt
with the purchase price circled PLUS the AS number from
the bock of the con (AS Number is )
MAIL TO: FREE PRESTONE FLUSH OFFER




One refund per /amity void where pronitorted. ocarina restricted Or'
10544 Refund request must No mode on this official ordertown























Srudio Se goes beachcombing




1:30/12:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Little Lordif auntie




AMERICA "The Taming of the
Shrew" The AmeriCan Conser-
vatory Theatre of San Francisco
presents Shakespeare's classic
trOmedy. (R. from Wei.)
4:00/3:00 NOVA "'The Wolf
Equation" The tundra wolf and
caribou are predator and prey
caught up in a ageless ritual of
survival. (Captioned) (R. from
Wed.)
5:00/4:00 FALL OF EAGLES
"End Game" In this final egai.
sode Wilhelm flees to Holland as
the German Empire collapses.
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim repots







HERE'S HOW "Better Pictures
of People" (R. from Mon.I




LONDON First episode of a ten -
part series tracing the rags to
riches life of Charles Dickens.
(R. on Thu.)
10:00/9:00 MADAME BO
VARY In this first episode of
the. BBC production of Gustave
Falabert's famous story the
naive and romantic Emma die















7:30/6:30 WORLD WAR I
"Daredevils and Dogfights" A
look at the new breed of heroes
who rose to glory in that new
war machine, the airplane.
8:00/7:00 COOK IN' CAJUN
8:30/7:30 FOLK GUITAR
"Lesson 13" (Last show n
series)
9:00/8:00 ILONA'S PALETTE
Ilona concentrates on highlights.
9:30/8:30 PHOTOGRAPHY-
HERE'S HOW "Nature Photog-
raphy" (Last show in series)
10:00/9:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-















6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE A
visit with a 12-year-old circus
performer and with a mini-




7:30/6:30 FALL OF EAGLES
"End Game" (R. from San.t
8:30/7:30 ANYONE FOR TEN-
NYSON
9:00/8:00 OPERA THEATER
"Die Fledermaus" A lavish BBC











Mooting will be hold at
6:30 p. m., Aug. 29
at the Colonial Nouse Smorgasbord
641 North
















7.00/6:00 WORLD .WAR I
"The Agony of Caporetto"
8.00/7:00 NOVA "The Pill for
the People" Nova- traces the
little known and fascinating his-
tory of the birth control pill.
900/8:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES . CHILDHOOD"Baa
Baa Black Sheep" Adapted from
an autobiographical short stone
by 13,1(1,0 ard Kipling recounting
his being sent to England by his
parents, to be educated in the
British way.
1000/9:00 ANNA'S STORY
True acc-.)unt of a two year old
girl with Down's Syndrome and
a heart problem, her family, and
the Doctors who treat her.
17:00/10.00 (ALIAS, YOGA &
YOU
Viewers More Satisfied With
Public TV Than TV As Whole
By 'JERRY T. BAULCH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Television viewers are more
satisfied with public . TV
programming than with
television as a whole,






television did not show enough
programs on nature and
science, CPB said.
- The corporation said the
latest sampling among
viewers was similar to the
results of a survey a year ago.
CPB, which handles federal
funding for public television,
commissioned Statistical
Research Inc. of Westfiled,
N.J., to interview a selected
sampling of the American TV
audience last January and
February for the survey.
The report made public
Monday follows two others
last week which found that
viewers were more aware of
local public TV stations last
year and that more people
watched them.
The CPB report found little
change in reaction to
programming betweeen 1976
and 19'77.
The study said there was
evidence of increased
negative comment on public
television programs, but
added: "If there has been any
decline in the image of public
television programming, that
decline is among those
less exposed to the
programming."
"Viewers and nonviewers of
PTV (public television) react
with similar satisfaction to
total TV programming," the
report said. "However,
satisfaction with public
television tends to increase
with increased commitment to
PTV."
Of 15 categories of
programs, viewers said there
was "too little" of nature and
science programs, but "just
about enough" of all other
kinds, the survey showed.
"PTV viewers as a whole
are also more likely than
nonviewers to report an
insufficiency of variety shows,
sports, local news and
national and world news on
PTV," the report said.
When asked to rank, on a
scale of one to three, those
programs which they would
like to see more of, nature and
science proghuns led the
selection, the report said.













PLUS a $2_00 mall-in
rebate from Gillette
COUPON AT STORE
I MOVIE & SLIDE
SPECIAL
8MM AND SUPER 8 MOVIES
OR 20 EXPOSURE
SLIDES 1.39 I
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public affairs, classical and
contemporary music,":
programs of interest to:.
minority groups, situation !•*.
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Yes! You mei %into I I. bevel ot Big John's enriched
whiie bread for each week of the year!




BIG JOHN'S FRESH BAKED
TREATS ARE MIXED AND BAKED
I k
 Alt•
RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES!
Lemon
















Keehiler French Vanila or
Pitter Putter
; COOKIES
16 Oz. Pkg. 784



















You awl oh a bass of Blg John
egge for melt week 011ie Pad
YOU NEED NOT BE PRESENT TO WIN
Al BIG JOHN'S
sig—Asoff RE E CA SNei
149 32 at• 32 BotHe pies Deposit
PEPSI TL




Big John Reg. 79' Value
IdaFRENCH FRY
Hyde Park Decorated Paper
TOWELS Ron 2 tor 884




Keebler French Vanilla Or (with coupon)
PITTER PATTER COOKIES
Big Tate Instant Mashed
... 320z. 394
Loaf 3 F 894o, 
411ollPak 694
490,. Bo • 991
160,. Pig 791











Wishbone Itaran, French, 1000 Island
SALAD DRESSING .„. 494
Sunshine Hydrox




GREEN BEANS 303 Can 4/s1.00
ut 
PEANUT BUTTER 180, 994
IBC Dietor Regular
ROOT BEER 640z. 894





Hyde ParkTRASH BAGS 
Derrnassage
DISH LIQUID
Sweet SueCHICKEN & DUMPLINGS 










ORANGE JUICE 6 oz. Can 254
PAGE 51 THE /AURIAT, 4., UDGEll navs, W•dimadsy,OW 24, 1271








Equals A Chkkea and a Half
FAMILY PAK
FRYERS





Reelfoot a Kuntry Fresh
SLICED BACON 12 Or- Pig. 9-'4 CHICKEN THIGHS
Madison Gold '1.19 Kuntry FreshLb.SAUSAGE  CHICKEN WINGS
Fresh Lean
GROUND CHUCK 4 Lbs. or more 974
Armour Assorted
LUNCH MEATS 120L 894
4
kif_a49111!*
This Ad Owl 11.9. 24 Ant Aug. 30
PIPING NOT
ON FRESH BIG JOHN'S BUNS









Big John Sept Trim •
CENTER
RIB CHOPS i149
mrsAtkaws Turk* Nom Chicks. et Beef
SUCED THIN
MEATS 3O39
 Economy Pak Lb
 Economy Pak Lb












CHICKEN BREAST Economy Pak Lb. 89 PORK CHOPS Lb. $1.69
BIG JOHN IS SO SURE YOU'LL BE COMPLETELY SABSRED tVITH HIS QUALITY MEATS HE OFFERS
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE *-
,
Kuntry Fresh
DRUMSTICKS  Economy Pak Lb 891
Big John Super Thin
PORK LOIN ROAST Lb 139
Savory
BONELESS HAM (Half $1.49 lb.) Lb. 139
Metzger Riverside
CHUNK BOLOGNA Lb 494
Reelfoot










































3 lb gag 594
69'
AWANIFIVAMYWW







25.200: Notice' is hereby
given that a report of.
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
:2, 1977 filed by Prentice •
L. Lassiter, Ad-
ministrator of the estate
of Edna Clark, Dec'd
and that the same has
been approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to Ile
• over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
September 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
U, 1977 filed by Ivan
Rudolph, Executor of
the estate of Christine S.
Rudolph, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
September 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
22, 1977 filed by Myrtle
Jordan, Administratrix
of the estate of MetEitt
0. Jordan, Dec'd and
that the same has been
arra,. • ....•••414.••••••100aassmaft




and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
September 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
witness my band this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was  August
22. 1977 filed R. L.
Wilcox and T. C. Wilcox,
Co-Executors of the
estate of Eppie L.
Wilcox, Deed and that
the, same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
September 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
22, 1977 filed by
Catherine Jackson,
Administratrix of the
estate of Gladi.s Jones,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie over for ex-
ceptions. Any person,
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Sep-
tember 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
Square Post Buildings
Form and Commercial
Quality Materials; Experienced Crews
Sizes to accommodate all needs
LoCenter, Ky. 42056
P.O. Box 567 Coll Collect - 502-224-2625
1. Legal Notice
22, 1977 filed by John
Elkins, Administrator of
the estate of Van B.
Ratcliffe; Dec'd aod that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
September 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
22, 1977 filed by Betty L.
Inman - Crocker,
Executrix of the estate
of Columbus S. Skinner,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie, over for ex-
ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Sep-
tember 26, 1977 'Of- be
forever barred.
"Witness my hand this 22





By: Judith Ainley, D.C.




Stiforioy, Mope 27, 1177-1:30 P.M. of Moo hem of Junior Word L'2
oat oast of Poryofm, To. so Hwy. 140 - 247-334)
1-1969 Ford 2/4 Ton Pick-Up; 1-2 Horse Stock
Trailer; 1-125 Honda; 1-Z50 Honda; 1-350 Honda
Chopper; 1-Rubber Tire Wagon; I-Case Tractor -
Model VAC; 1-5 Ft. ford Rotary Mower; 1-1961 VW
Dune Buggy; I-Ferguson 2-14 Flat Bottom Plow; 1-9
yr. old saddle Horse; 1-3yr. old small quarter Horse
Mare; 1-5 yr. old quarter Horse; 1-Pony; 14 yr. old
AQHA Mare by Cowboy Turp-by Poco Turp by
Pocal Bueno Bottom Side Lady Bee-Beeline by King
P234 Started on calf roping and cutting; 1-5 yr. old
mare by Niger Hex .by Cowboy H. Roping and cut-
ting mare I no papers I.






25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
22, 1977 filed by Revel
Haneline, Administrator
of the estate of Mary
Frances Haneline,
Dec'd and that the same
has been approved by
the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed
to lie ower for ex-
• ceptions. Any person
desiring to file any
exception thereto will do
so on or before Sep-
tember 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22










25.200: Notice is hereby
given that a report of
Final settlement of
accounts was on August
22, 1977 filed by Max
Farley, Administrator
of the estate of Eva Tura
Farley, Dec'd and that
the same has been
approved by the
Calloway County Court
and ordered filed to lie
over for exceptions. Any
person desiring to file
any exception thereto
will do so on or before
September 26, 1977 or be
forever barred.
Witness my hand this 22

































Sports 7 53-19 18
Retail Display ad-
vertising 75 3- 19 19
Classified Display
Classified. Circulati-
on and the Business. . . .






















rogues/0cl to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
1Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM-










THE ANSWER to any
question you may have,
the solution to all
problems are found in
the pages of Gods' in-
spired word, The Holy
-Bible. Jesus says' in
Matthew 6-33, "Blit seek
ye first the Kingdom of
God, arid„ his
righteousness; and all
these things shall be
added unto you." For
further inforamtion






County 1),.t ei tive
Agency. Write to Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.








Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.



















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any site.
Wallets loW as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcrait, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
3. Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation and
thanks for the many acts
of kindness and sym-
pathy extended to us
following the sickness
and death of our loved
one Jimmie Billington.
A special thanks to Rev.
Bill Sullivan, Mrs. Otto
Erwin, the pallbearers,
Dr. Hutson, Dr. Hal
Houston, to all the
nurses. Thanks for the
donors of food and
flowers, the Blalock
Coleman Funeral Home,
and for each expression
of prayers and kindness.
May God's richest
blessings rest upon each






wanted. Send resume to
Box 32N. Murray. •
6. Help Wanted
WOMAN TO KEEP 15
month old girl and do
light housekeeping from





Company. Must live in
or near Murray. Age
between 23 and 30. Apply

















but not required. Ap-





worker. 5 pinto 12






day and night shift.















he II yeers of ooe
$10 Mo."
BOOKKEEPER Needed.
Must be able to keep









Olan Mills Studio needs
several persons for port
time telephone work
from Homo or office.
$2.30 per hour. See
Mrs. Smith, Regal
Motel, 1100.111 41 Mon-





15 Articles For Saie
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 34"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
- sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
'2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
eh. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stal•es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a 11). Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross Se Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
9 Situations Wanted
WANT - BABYSITTER
from 7 p. m.-11 p. m. in
return for room and
board. Call 753-2897.
14 Want To Buy
USED STORAGE
building. Call 753-4508 or
753-1227.
WANT TO BUY A used
freezer in good con-
dition. Call 753-4659.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9144 or 753-
1551.
GOOD USED SET of
encyclopedias. Call 753-
8567.
12 WIDE MOBILE home
in good condition.
Preferably in New
Concord area Call 436-
5837.
OLDER CAR in good
mechanical condition.
Prefer 6 cylinder 4 door.
Call Paris, 1-901-642-
WANT TO BUY - good
used mobile homes. Call
527-8322.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15. Articles Fi.r Sale
OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks








USED GAS STOVE and






and ; three drawer
chests, one 4 drawer
chest, sewing machine,
2 buffets. Call 753-8127.
TREAT RUGS right,




-A utiis ot2 ishing -
Well Gift Shop."
WOOD FRAME couch
and matching chair, $40.
Queen size velvet,
covered headboard, $30.
Folding bed frame, $25.
Call 753-3720.
STEREO CONSOLE with
radio, tape and record
player. Excellent
condition. $75. Also
Cadillac hitch, $10. 8
channel Realistic- Hi.-Lo
scanner, $100. Call 436-
2516.
GOOD USED house
doors, panel and smooth
type and heavy glass
with locks and hinges.
$450 to $800. We have 1
heavy commercial
aluminum double door,
and 3 single with
closers. Conunodes, $20
complete, lavatories
$3.50 to $8.50. Medicine
cabinets heavy, $6.50.
Translucent plate glass
size 30" x 36" $5.00 each.
Storm windows, $9.00
up. Screens all sizes,
cheap. Double sash
windows, $2.25. Dinette
tables, $8.50 to $16.00.
Small wood tables, $4.50.
We have 500 hard back.
Books this sale 50 cents
each. Florescent light
fixtures 4 foot 4 tubes,
$10 each. Best steel
folding chairs, $3.50.
School desk chairs, nice
$3.50. Come brouse
around, you will find
most anything in our
store. Open mornings
only.
BIG JACK antenna with




and cabinets. Van line
packing boxes. Call 759-
1156.
SEARS TRASH com-








sizes, all densities. Cut.,
to your specs. West Ky..










LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write




blower and tank. Ex-
cellent condition. Cheap.
Call 753-3835.
CANON EX camera, 50
mm, 35 mm wide angle
and 75 mm telephoto













cabinet, 1 year old. $150.
Call 759-1141.
T. V. ANTENNA. Good
condition. $48. Call 492-
8861.
NEW 1975 Yamaha 200,
electric. Only 200 miles.
Four months warranty
left. Also 16 ft. Cherokee
camper with air. Call
753-4578.
1 - G.E. Pottscrubber
Dishwasher, avacado.
$15.00 per month WAC.
For information call 753-
0595.
1 - TAPPAN Microwave
Oxen with defrost, $15.00
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.











springs. Breakfast set, 2
hide-a-bed sofas, with
matching chair, and
1977 RCA console color




ponent set with AM-FM
stereo radio, 8 track
tape and record
changer, $9.00 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 7534595.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.
Electric welder, 50 amp
and miscellaneous
items. Call 753-8127.
KING SIZE mattress and
springs. $50. Five years
old. Call 753-5995 after 5
p. m.
NEW BRAND NAME 5
piece solid oak bedroom
suite. Call 753-6435.
• PORTABLE BLACK and
white T. V., $60.












209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colars Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each-
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Time: Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 p. m., Sundays 1-9..
4-
ORDINANCE NO. 20, BEING AN ORDINANCE
ANNEXING TO THE TOWN OF HAZEL, KEN-
TUCKY, CERTAIN TERRITORY ADJACENT
AND CONTIGUOUS THERETO , AND
DESCRIBING SUCH TERRITORY BY MEETS
AND BOUNDS.
WHEREAS, at a regular meeting held on the 6th
day of June, 1977, the Board of Trustees of the Town
of Hazel, Kentucky, heard a reading of Ordinance
No. 20, which was an Ordinance declaring the need,
necessity, desirability and intent* of the Town of
Hazel, Kentucky to annex the territory hereinafter
described, said Ordinance No. 20 defining ac-
curately the boundaries of the territory sought to be
annexed; and
WHEREAS, at another regular meeting held on '
the 7th day of July, 1977, another reading of said Or-
dinance No. 20 was heard; and the Board of
Trustees of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky, enacted
Ordinance No. 20 hereinbefore referred to; and
WHEREAS, a full, complete and correct copy of
said Ordinance No. 20 was published in accordance
with Kentucky Revised Statutes 81.100 and 81.240 on
June 8, 1977, June 15, 1977, and June 72, 1977, in the
Ledger & Times newspaper. The Ledger & Tunes is
the daily newspaper published in Murray, Ken-
tucky, having the largest circulation in said city;
and
WHEREAS, at least thirty days have transpired
since the date of the final adoption of Ordinance No.
20; NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN OF
HAZEL, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That the following described territory
lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky, to
wit:
Beginning at the northwest corner of the in-
tersection of Highway 641 and E. W. Miller Street at
the city limits of Hazel, Kentuiky, on the north;
thence north 300 feet; thence west 950 feet; thence
south-300 feet to the city limits; thence west 200 feet:
thence south and,,tparallel to the present corporate
limits 2560 feet to a point 200 feet west of the souther-
nmost corporate limits; thence east 200 feet to Fifth
Avenue; thence north and along Fifth Avenue and
the west city limits 2560 feat to the present cor-
porate north limits; thence east and along the
present corporate limits 950 feet to the northwest
corner of the intersection of Highway 641 and E. W.
Miller Street, the point of beginning, be and the
same is hereby annexed to theJovm of Hazel, Ken-
tucky. Hereafter, the said described territory shall
be and now is a part of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
for any and all purposes whatsoever.
Section 2: This Ordinance shall take effect from
and after the date of its final adoption by the Board
of Trustees of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky.
Adopted on first reading on the 17th day of
August, 1977.
Cypiller, Mayor
• Town of }Mel, Kentucky
ATTEST:
W. B. Millstead, Clerk
Town of Hazel, Kentucky
4 • 1 enff.
249-3019 or 667-5030: •
1















































































300 MF combine. Spike
tooth, R and'e tires, has
combined 300 acres. Call
1-554-4094 nights,
Paducah, Ky.
55 JOHN DEERE com-
bine. Cab robot and










ONE SET of Massey
Ferguson 3 bottom 12






Combine with corn and





pump gun, 28" barrel,
modified choke, used
one season. One single
shot 22 Winchester rifle.
Like new. Call 753-3779
after 4 p.m.
- 
141,2 FT. STEURY bass
boat. 1975 70 h. p.
Johnson, 2 fuel tanks, 2
batteries, Motor Guide
trolling motor and tilt








boat, trailer 60 horse
Johnson motor, 2
trolling motors. Depth
finder. $1800. Call 753-
7595.
15' BOAT, 28 h.p. motor,
new trailer, $450. Call
753-0946 or 753-8821.
14 FT. fiberglass tri-hull
with 18 h.p. Evinrude
and trailer. Can be seen





Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
22 Musical

















organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company; across




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE






Avoid Gs* Ness Awls
Kelly's Termite
It Pest Control
Now eggeol tad sprawl ems U
yews. Ils rget ems as! °Mb" "e
Is Kimbell






CLOSE OUT Sale. 1 - 4,000
BTU G.E. air con-
ditioner. $10.00 per
month or $125. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
. 1- G. E. Electric store,




icebox, $135. Six ft.
poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser, $140.
Poplar wig dresser, $95.









Sat.-Aug. 27, 1977 1:00 p.m.
Murray, Ky.
Take Highway 641 South (Hazel Highway) to
Midway, turn West approximately 2 miles to
cross roads and turn right to place of sale.
1 A.C. Combine, 74 model, diesel, Hydrostactic,
big tires, love bar, heat and air.
14 row corn head, used 1 season
1 220 A.C. Tractor with duals, 1042 hours
1 210 A. C. Tractor with 1083 hours
1 185 A. C. Tractor with 981 hours
14-14 Massey Ferguson plow
1 A.C. hard land planter with 8 drills and new
hydralic markers
1 Krause 18' disc with new harrow attachment
111' chisel plow
1 bush hog-6 foot
14 row A.C. rotary hoe
1 one thousand gal. water tank with pump and
motor
1 pump, saddle tanks and boom spray complete
1 1963 model GMC Truck with hoist and grain
bed, low mileage
1 1965 model Dodge with hoist and grain bed, low
mileage
1 1974 model Ford with 5826 miles, hoist and
grain bed
1 five hundred gal. fuel tank
Many misc. items and hand tools.
Terms: Cash on day of sale unless Credit is ap-
provesl prior to time bf sale.
NOT RESPONSIBLE IN CASE OF ACCIDENT
COL. FRANK NANCE - Auctioneer
Mrs. Stark Erwin - Executrix
Murray, Ky.
502-153-3936
FOUR 10 x 15 mud tires




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.









1 - G.E. 19" Color T.V.,
Townhouse series, in-
cludes T.V. stand. $15.00
per month WAC. For
information call 753-
0595.
27 Mobile Home Sales
WELL TAKEN care of -
must see. 1969 60 x 12
Style Mar mobile home,
3 bedroom, 1'A2 bath,
large living room, full
kitchen with appliances,
full bath with double
basins and shower.
Underpinning, 100
gallon hot water heater,






12 x 52 MOBILE home.
65,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 759-
1039.




FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to





The Classified Ad section of the Murray Ledger and Times is
having a sale on classified ads all during the month of August
1977. The Sale is open to everyone for every section on the
classified page, small reader ads or classified display ads as
long as they meet the following requirements:
v- Ads must run three consecutive days
' -No changes will be mode in copy
,...• Paid days will ran first
,./No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration
Alt-Standard Rates On Classified Display
..And Classified-Ads Will Remain In Effect
NUMBER OF DAYS PAID NUMBER OF DAYS FREE TOTAL BAYS RUN
3 1 _ _ I._4




3 , c , • 12
• - - _
41 Public Sales






August 27. 8:30 a.m. till
5051/2 South 8th.
Variety of items in-
tluding plants.
. TWO PARTY Garage
Sale. August 27.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. 823 N. 19th. Dish-
washer, dining table, 4





"TH6 AUTO EMI5S10/4 COMPROMISE 
520'1 Broad. August 26
SHOULT? WORK IF THE PUBLIC WILL 
and 27.
CO-OPERATE I3Y BR'EATHNG A
LITTLE LESS."
27 Mobile Home Sales
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
natural gas heat. Large
fenced yard. No. 18
Shady Oaks. Call 753-
3735 after 4.
1970 65 x 12 Modern Age
mobile home, un-
furnished, 100 x 50 ft. lot
with tin utility building.
Two miles East of
Murray. $8,000. Call 753-
8086 after 4 p.m. .
12 x 60 BUCANEER
mobile home, 2 bedroom
partially furnished, 10 x
10 frame storage
building. Extra clean,
gas furnace and tank.
Air conditioner. Call 474-
2741.
12 x 60 2 BEDROOM








16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30 Business Rentals
FOR SALE OR RENT
4000 sq ft. office and
warehouse. Will finance
for qualified buyer. Call
753-7244 after 6 p. m.
OFFICE SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31. Want To Rent
BURLEY BASE needed
Call 753-6316.
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country. Call
753-7804 after 5 p. m.
WANTED HOUSE to rent
or lease. Near New
Concord. Couple with 2
children 10 and 2 years






32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FURNISHED 2
- -bedroom apartment.
Couples. No pets. Call
7534931.




before 4:30, after 4:30
753-3040.
NICE TWO bedroom
house on North 16th.
Furnished or un-
furnished. Available
Sept. 1. Couples or 2






required. Call after 7
p.m. 436-5459.
THREE BEDROOM
„ house 6 miles from
Murray, off Iliighway
M. $150 per month. Call.
436-2149.











male, $65. Call 753-8706.
DOBERMAN PUPPIES,
AKC registered reds and
blacks. Raised with







ready to go. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p. m.















Aug. 27, 8 a.m. til ?
Metal cabinets, clothes
all sizes, toys, games,




and Sunday. Four miles
South of Uncle Jeffs on
641. Electric typewriter,
tape player, clothing,
1966 panel truck, etc. All
in good condition.
YARD SALE, Thursday;
Friday and Saturday at




Friday August 26, and
Saturday Aug. 27. 8
a.m.-?
YARD SALE 4 party, 708












NEW - LISTING -
Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath home in excellent
neighborhood. Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 7537
1222 for more in-
formation.
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
43 Real Estate
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres, 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or









641 Auction House, Paris, Ties.
This week another load from St. Louis.
Secretary bookcase desk, office desk, old chairs,
tables, china cabinet, wicker baskets, some old
coins.41a3a,alishes,..oak table buffet, beautiful







MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESiDEPITIAl BROKER
Nice Place In The Country
You'll love this nice brick house in the country
just 4 miles from Murray on 641-N. 2 bedrooms,
den, fireplace and wall to wall carpet. This
nearly one acre fronts 270 on the west side.
DONAU) •, 11rMED Rf h'rr tlig4
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
Prc te,rvi•







Donald R Tucker, C.R.S. .
301 ' • y • e. ( &km:. Boer! r. P..
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 31,-2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spam Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.
THRIFTY THINKING -
Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 miles west of
Murray. Solid con-
struction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home






South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1661
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approximately 35
acres tendable. Hill
Adams farm. Call 489-
2131.
NEED A good tree for
squirrel hunting? We
have it. Claimed to be
the best hunting area
around. Included with
the tree are ap-
proximately 11 wooded
acres plus 1 tendable
acre. All for $325 per
acre. Call today for
inside information.
Loretta Jobs Realtors -
753-1492.
NEED EXTRA living
space - Take a look at
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick home with large
living and dining room.




Corner lot 150' x 185'
with fenced garden and
fruit trees. Located at
1301 Kirkwood. For
appointment to see this
spacious home, call or





NER LOY. 300 ft. on
US 641 and 300 ft.
pies on paved side
road. Will sell all or




located only ½ block






garden area. This is an
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best




is for the person that i0n1
looking to the futuro.f."




WE HAVE several piece.;
of lake property;
available including;
some choice water fron6-:
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505










Reared, me* to me. Or bey n end some. 
Complete end
ready no essembes hi op to MOO stendmd, but mil 
preset any she
needed. Imp libe met Ibis cane le Custom belt end bey
 the but









Discounts on all existing in-
ventory.
We'd rather sell it to you at a
lower price than move it.
Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
Uncle Jeff's Center 753-3037
LISTINGS WANTED
Farms•Homes•Commercial
Due to our many sales we
need all types of listings
Call Us And' We Will
Assist You In Pricing
Your Property To Sell.
Our Professionals
are ready to serve you!
Guy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
















 Goering Gollepher 753-51
Nervy Pettersee -11/.74102
Gpre dellersoe • 753-7132 ,
II keppered 753.1355'
•






202 Smith Ith Street
Phone 753-3263
44 lots For Sale
LOT 6 S --•- Rockcastle
Shores -...tiarkley lake.
$1800. R. L. Bolding,
Kitchell Ave., Pana, Ill.
62557.
45. Farms For Sale
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
1'2 bath. family room-
kitchen, all to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostate control.







house. Has den, car-
peting, large lot,
workshop. 412 South 8th
Street, call 753-4138.
'
EXTRA NICE new 4
bedroom house with lots
of extras. Must see to
appreciate, will con-
sider trade. Call 753-
3903. •
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brici onlarge lot. Five
miles South on 121. Call
753-7708.
7 Motorcycles
TWO MONTH OLD 1975








bike, like new with




I.ike new. Call 753-2321
or 474-2346.
1973 HONDA CB 350. Sell
for $350.00. Call 753-6564.
CHOPPED 1970 Triumph
650 Bonneville in great
condition, $650. Topper
for a short bed Datsun
pickup missing the door.
$40. Call 753-0774.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Braqd
new bike. $750. 'Call 753-
49 Used Cars g, Trucks
FOR .RENT - New
economy car, full-size





and air. Rocket wheels,
new tires, new air
shocks. Good clean car.
Call 489-2188 after 5 p.
m.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN,
very good condition. No
rust. $525.00 or trade for
van. Call 753-0329.




MUST SELL 1973 Mazda,
1974 Vega station




pickpp. Series 110. Good
motor. Uses no oil. Call
436-2389.
1972 CAPRI 2000 CC decor
group, vinyl top. Manual
4 speed transmission.




49. Used Cars & Trucks
1977 MUSTANG 11,2 door.









1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1970 GRAND TORINO
GT. 429 4 barrel. Good
mechanical condition.
Call 753-5764.






fuel injected, four speed.
Air conditioned.
Luggage rack, cassette
player. $1200. Call 753-
9298.
BLACK 1977 GMC short
bed pickup. Call 492-
8313.
1973 NOVA automatic, 6 
cylinder,$1250. 1972




short wide bed, 6
cylinder, straight shift.
Call 753-2495.
1969 OPAL, runs good.
$350 or trade. Call 753-
0946 or 753-8821.
1971 EL CAMINO triple
black, excellent con-




loaded. See at Murray
Ice Co., call 753-1813 or
436-2444.




brakes. Vinyl top. $1,350.
Call 753-8776 after 4 p.m.
1970 CHEVY IMPALA. 2
door, good condition.
Call 753-8161 between
4:30 and 5:45 on
Saturday morning.
1963 TWO TON Ford V-8 2
speed. With grain sides.
Call 753-6692.
MUST SELL, 1962 Chevy,
6 cylinder, 3 speed
chrome rims. Good
tires. New clutch and
brakes. Good running
car. $225.013 firm. Call
753-0974.
FORD 289 Engine, ex- -
cellent transmission.




%restored. $800. Can be
seen at Mercy Am-
bulance 4th and
Chestnut or call 753-9333.
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p. m.
50. Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
SIX PACK camper 6' x 6',
50 lb. icebox, table,
closet and storage
space, and sleeps 2
comfortahly. Fits
Datsun pickup. $375.
1631 Farmer Ave. or call
753-0475.
CAMPER TRAILER
sleeps 6. very good
condition. Like new
Honda trail bike. Call
*4,52].
P UP camper 7'
Nimrod, sleeps 8. Stove,
icebox, back porch with












Company Inc. Air con-








roofs sealed, d Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING





extertor. Also dry wall








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.

























steam or dry foam
method. Ser‘ccemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and arc Number 1
4.1! in. 'kr
c leaning bus n-e s S today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July


































home or industrial. Call




ficient service. NO job

















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor






Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359. ,
51 Services Offered,
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
'stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
, Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753:9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
51 Services Offered
WILL HAUL LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763, Roger Hutson,
753-4545.






SMALL DOG to give
away. Nice and smart.
Call 753-1394.




farmer to grow 6 a'cres,
possible more, tobacco.
Good land and good
barns. May also grow





Contact W. R. Hoover,
Route 6, Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-5464.
IGANTIC PUBLIC AUCTION
400,000 Inventory of Farm Equipment
SCHERRER EQUIPMENT CO., INC., Ridgway, Illinois,
International Harvester Dealer, Will Sell at Public
Auction their Used Inventory of Farm Machinery plus
Some New IHC Equipment to make room for 1978
Equipment arriving on their lot.
Located in Ridgway, Illinois, "Popcorn Capital of
the World." Ridgway, Illinois, is 45 miles S.W. of
Evansville, Indiana, 115 N.E. of Sikeston, Missouri, or
125 S.E. of St. Louis, Missouri.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1977
togianing at, o'clock sharp
21 TRACTORS
1-1977 Int. 1086 Diesel Tractor Cab and Air, 38"
Rubber, 100 Hours with New Warranty mod Fully
IIPAPPed-
1-1975 Int. 1466 Diesel Cab and Air, witvide front,
big rubber, 3 P.N., T.A., fully equipped, fully
weighted, 660 his., like Brand New.
1 -1973 Int. 1466 Diesel Cab and Air, fully equipped,
big rubber, nice Trector.
1-1972 Int. 1466 Diesel w/roN guard, wide front,
fully equipped, big rubber, sharp Tractor.
1-1969 Int. 1256 Diesel TA., 3 P.M., wide front,
fully equipped, low hrs., good Tractor.
1-1970 Int. 1256 Diesel, wide front, T.A., fully
equipped, fully weighted, good Tractor.
1-1967 Int. 1206 Int. 1206 Diesel, wide front, TA.,
folly equipped, low hrs.
1 -1968 Int. 1206 Tractor fully weighted, fully
equipped, new paint.
1-1966 Int. 1106 Diesel, wide front, 3 P.N., nice,
clean Tractor.
I -1965 John Deere 4020 Diesel w/Cab, Air, iodic,
Neater, fully weighted, fully equipped, differen-
tial lock.
1- 1965 John Deere 4020 Diesel, fully equipped, fully
weighted, differential lock, sharp as a Tisch and
, original.
1-1965 Mt. 806 Gas Tricycle w/3 P.N., T.A., new
paint, good Tractor.
1-1964 Int. 806 Diesel Standard Tractor w/3
and wide front.
1 -let. 460 Gas 'rector w/T.A., P.S., L.P.T.O., Super
Torque Tires.'
1 -let. 560 Diesel Tractor w/P.S., L.P.T.O., F.H.,
fenders, good Tractor.
1 - Int. 400 Gas Tractor, F.H., L.P.T.O., TA., good
rubber.
1 -let. 240 Utility Tractor, 3 P.N., whet. Waggoner
Industrial Loader, hydraulic bucket.
1-3200 Int. Skid Loader, hydrostatic and 2 buckets.
1 -Super IA TA Int. Tractor.
1 -Ins. M Tractor w/P.S., N 4 W Clutch, L.P.T.O.,
and live Itycirssik.
1 N Tractor w/original Paint - Clean.
COMBINES
I -Int. 915 Gas Combine w/Cab, 15' Platform, auto-
matic header control Piga, Reel, oversize rub-
ber, vi/No. 843 30" Corn Head a good outfit.
1 -Int. 715 Combine w/Cab, 14' Platform Pickup
Reel, big rubber, header control w/No. 744 38"
Corn Head clean outfit.
1 -let. 615 Combine w/C.ab, 13' Platform /leader
Control, P.S.; this combine has been used very
little • like omen.
1- Int. 303 Combine, late markt w/Cab heater, 13'
Platform, 23 I - 26 rubber, Pickup reel, P.S.,
w/22e Corn Head. nice miffs/.
1-1967 firt. 503 Combine, hydrostatic drive, Cob,
14' Header, big rubber w/4-row 38" Corn Head.
3-let. S03 Combines, gear drive w/cabs, 14' Plat-
forms, fully *gripped w/311" and 30" Care Heads.
2-Lute Model Massey Ferguson SIO Saap-On Com-
bines vi/14' Platforms, Pickup Reels, Header
Controls, extensions and shields w/4-row Corn
Heads - these 2 Combines are nice - look them
Over.
1 -Allis Chalmers A Gleaner Combine w/Cab and
2-row 38" Corn Head good, clean Combine.
1- Int. 630 Corn Head for 503 Combine.
Other Used Corn Needs.
DISCS
1 -New Int. 500 Disc 121/', 24" Blades, heavy,
w/chisel tooth, new tires.
1 -let. 470 Wing Disc, 21', w/new Blades, new
Bearings and new Point - like brand new;
1 -let. 480 21' Wing Disc.
1-14' John Deere Offset Disc w/cone Modes,
Flotation Tires.
1- Bush Hog 18' 2' Wing Disc like new.
2- Int. 37 Wheel Discs.
1-B. W. John Deere 18' Wing Disc good Blades.
1 -let. 13' Wheel Disc.
1 -Case 10' Wheel Dhc.
1 - l. No. 35 10' Wheel Disc.
1 _..4eR.W. John Deere Wheel Disc.
1- let. No. 48 Wing Disc 21' w/flotation tires and
cylinder.
1 -12' 7' Allis Chalmers Wheel Disc.
2 - Int. Drag Discs, 7' and 8'.
I -14' Case Wheel Disc.
1 - 14' Massey Ferguson Wheel Disc w/Seal Bearings.
PLOWS
1 - New Int. No 510 Plow6-16" 20" Ripple Coulters
and Cover Boards.
1 -let. 510 5-16 Plow w/20" Coulters and Cover
Boards - like new Demonstrator.
1 --let. No. 710 Plow 5-11 Automatic Cashion Trip,
spring loaded coulters, Demonstrator.
1 Int. 700 Series Plow 5.16, Automatic Reset, 20"
Coulters, nice,
- let. No. 560 Plows 6-16, Spring Trip, 20" Coul-
ters real sharp
I -John Deere 516 Stirerable Plow tv/S•al Beads'
Gaffers, Cover Boands,iGieug• Wheel.
1-3-bottom F. N. Plow, kn.
1 -mt. Na. 412 4-16 Plow or/F. N.
1- Int. 4-bottom Pell Plow.
1 -John Were 2-14 Plow.
CULTIVATORS
1 -New hit. No. 353 II•row 30" RoNing Cultivator
w/transport attachment.
1-New Int. 353 4 row 38" Rolling Cultivator.
1 -let. 463 Cultivator vs/rolling Feeders and 3 P.N.
1-Int. 463 Cultivator w/F.N.
1 -let. 135' Pull Type Reid Cultivator Vibra Shank.
I- kit, 18'2' Yaws Shank Reid Cultivator willarrow
and Gouge Wheels, 3 P.N.
1-Int. 3 P.N. Vibre Shank Cultivator, gauge wheels.
1-15' Nubilt Reid Cultivator, 3 P.H.
CORN PLAN .RS
3-let. 456 Corn Planters nil' fertilizer.
3-list. 455 Corn Planters y fertilizer.
1- Allis Chalmers 4-row Unit Planter w/dry fertilizer.
1- John Deere 494 A Corn Planter w/dry 4,:tNizer.
1-64g* 30 Int. No. 44 Plain Planter.
HAY GRAIN and
FORAGE EQUIPMENT
1- New Int. No. 580 P.T.O. Manure Spreader, tandem
axle, 340 Bushel.
1 -New Int. No. 241 Big Roll Nay Baler, 1500 lb. size.
1 -Mew Int. No. 35 Nay Rake, pull type.
1 -- New Int. No. 110 Forage Box, rear unload, w/new
Int. 330 Running Gears vs/flotation Tires, reedy
to use.
1- New Flo-eze Wagon and Bed w/flotation Tires,
11-ton wagon.
1 -New Flo.eze Wagon, 12-ton w/300 Bushel Bed.
1- Killbors Wagon and Bed w/extensions.
1 -New Int. No. 315 Packer-Miriam+, 15' tir/s
foot rollers in heat.
1 - Reword Bac khoe, 3 P.N.
1 -New Int. 4-row Hoe No. 4 &No. 18 Int. Corrier.
1 - Allis Chalmers Hay Rake.
I- David Bradley Hay Rake.
1-H & N Higlifift No. 31.
1- Ferguson Dyne-Balance Mower.
I -Taylor 5' Bush Meg 'needs repair.
2-New Int. Na. 330 Wagons. one wittires.
I -New Int. No. SS 3-Bier 9' Pull Type Chisel Plo
spring trip.
1 -4-row Lawndale Roil Chopper.
1 - Brillion Flail Chopper.
1- Allis-Cbelaiers Pull-type Mower, Belt-drive 0
w/cylinder.
1-hut. No. 26 Pull Type Cotter.
1 -In?. No. SO Forage Chjipper w/2-rovr Corn Nest
1 -let. No. 50 Forage Chopper, 1-rew.
1 -Pupae Forage Chopper w/Cons Hood.
1 - No. S Jobe Deere Mower.
SALVAGE TRACTORS
COMBINES . . Equipment
1 -let. 403 Combine; 1-303 Combins; and 101
Combine; 2-91 Int. Combines; 1-M Trader;
1 -Super IA Tractor; 1-763 Core Need for 915
Diesel; 439 430 Coni Heads; Hahn Highboy
Sprayer; 227 Corn Head; 278 Corn Heads; 1- Plle




1 70 F600 Ford Cob over Track w/18 Groin Bed,
-speed transmission, V-8, Motor Practically
ew, 900-20 rubber.
1- 970 Int. 1000 Carry-all Truck, automatic, air,
od.
7- 1962 Chevrolet C60 Truck w/Midwest Hog-Callie
Combination Bed, - a real form Truck.
1-1971 F100 Ford Pickup Spo-t Custom, Radio,
Neater, V-8, P.S.
I 1956 Jeep 4-wheel drive, New Motor and electric
Winch.
1 nt. 1011 Cub Collet w/Mower, Rotation Tires, nice.
1 w 5 horse Cyclone Gorden
1 rit. 75 and No. SS Cadet Mowers.
1 w 5' Woods Mower for Cub.
I -4eu Cab Cadet Blade.
1 -pew FormaN Cub Blade.
err Blade for 2000 or 2001 Loader.
1-1000 gal. Feel Tank on Skids.
1 -New 16' United Fenn Trailer w/tandent Axle,
Brakes. Lights, 6' Cattle Rocks, a real outfit.
NOME 1 lot and lots of New Parts: Combine
Tractor Truck - 550,000.00 worth includes such as
Fertilizer Hoppers, Cultivator Shanks, Disc Openers,
Cub Cultivators, Duals, Dual Nabs, Tires, Combine
Wheels and Tires, Fertilize Units, Plow Beams, Disc
Blades, Weights, Cylinders, Plow Bottoms, Socks,
Needs, Si , Pistons, Shields, Drawbars, ant a
1000 other items. Will be sold in lots. Many, many
more Pieces of Equipment arriving on trade-ins bet-
ween now and Sale Day.
Not Responsible for Accidents or Theft. Terms of Sole- Cash Cashier's Check, or Proper ID required on Personal Check with Bank Letter of Credit to onkainim buyers. Lunch by Mike's Bar B 0
No Property to be removed from Premises until terms of sole ore complied
with. Tow may contort Scherrer Equipment Co. for any information regarding
the Sale or the Auctioneer. Loader Tractor will be available.
Plenty of Motel eccommodirtions in surrounding area - Holiday Inn,
Muddy, Ill.; Grey Plaza, Harrisburg, IN.; Uptown Motel, Harrisburg, Ill , Cross-
roads Inn, Junction, Ill. Airport at Harrisburg, Ill., for flying farmers sad
deolers.
NOTICE: 5°. Illinois Soles Tex will be on all equipment unless you have
a tax number and have it with. you.
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Gentlemen, here is a rare opportunity for you to
buy new and late model machinery at section- The kind of machinery you've
been looking for and just in time for the '77 harvest. This is a very large sale
that you shoal/ attend. See you Sale Day - Charlie
SCHERRER EQUIPMENT CO., INC., Owners
Phone 272-5261 273-6346 Ridgway, Illinois








TRAILERS - complete Col. Charles. L. Buchanan Auctioneer.
service department at , s • .
124 and Route 68, Cadiz,' 
.
Ky. Call 52t4507 • Phone 618-252-033 1 l'. - - - • ,. Jim NOM Clegit _ . 
• -sizroPrazonv
